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A bstract
Cooperative relaying communication has attracted increasing attentions for distributed 
spatial diversity gain via resource sharing between mobile terminals (MTs), without 
implementation of multiple antennas on size-limited MTs. Motivated by high data rate 
transmission in communication systems, relaying techniques need to be combined with 
advanced air interface such as orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM). 
In this thesis, we investigate OFDM-based relaying communications in terrestrial and 
satellite systems.
We first analyze bit error rate (BER) performance of OFDM-based selective decode and 
forward (SDF) relaying with bit interleaved coded modulation (BICM) coding scheme, 
and obtain a sub-optimal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) threshold via optimization of 
derived BER upper bound. This proposed sub-optimal SNR threshold scheme not only 
shows significant cooperative diversity in comparison to the single link, but also has 
almost the same performance to the scheme with optimal SNR threshold obtained by 
exhaustive search.
Secondly, in satellite broadcast networks, a spectrally efficient SDF relaying architec­
ture with BICM-OFDM air interface is proposed to improve system performance by 
exploiting cooperative diversity. For efficient use of frequency resources, the terrestrial 
relaying retransmission share the same frequency band with the satellite broadcasting, 
which causes cochannel interference (CCI). We then employ iterative signal process­
ing techniques, such as expectation maximization (EM) channel estimation, parallel 
interference cancellation (PIC), Bayesian detector, and maximum a posteriori (MAP) 
decoder, to cancel CCI and achieve the cooperative diversity. In computer simulations, 
the proposed spectrally efficient SDF relaying scheme demonstrates significant cooper­
ative diversity and close performance to the benchmark scheme with perfect channel 
state information (CSI).
Thirdly, we investigate the cooperative diversity for uncoded OFDM-based amplify and 
forward (AF) relaying with residual carrier frequency offsets (CFOs). By using Char­
acteristic function (CHF) and Beaulieu series, a conditional BER model is achieved. 
Then numerical Monte-Carlo techniques are exploited to average the conditional BER 
expression over CSI and CFO distributions. This semi-analytical BER model shows 
high accuracy in comparison to simulation results. Moreover, the OFDM-based AF re­
laying shows obvious cooperative diversity gain for residual CFO with small variances.
Last but not the least, to improve power efficiency, we perform bit and power loading 
(BPL) for OFDM-based two-way AF relaying. For the case nodes don’t have their 
local power constraints, we derive the flexible power ratio allocation via optimization 
of received SNRs. On the contrary, with local power constraints, we fix the transmitted 
power ratio between the relay and two sources, due to high optimization complexity. 
Then greedy algorithm is employed to perform BPL in an iterative way. Our proposed 
BPL scheme shows large performance gain in symbol error rate (SER) compared with 
nonadaptive transmissions.
K ey words: OFDM-Based Relaying, Amplify and Forward, Selective Decode and
Forward, Cochannel Interference, Residual Carrier Frequency Offset, Bit and Power 
Loading
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
In the last two decades, the successful deployment and fast development of wireless 
telecommunication technology have dramatically improved our daily life, such as ter­
restrial mobile phones, global satellite communications, WiFi-supported laptops, digital 
video broadcasting, and so on. Driven by people’s needs for low-cost and high-quality 
communication services, the academia and industry focus on more efficient and reliable 
communications. One major problem of wireless communications is the severe channel 
conditions that degrade the reliability of communication systems. In order to combat 
this problem, communication systems may require more transmit power and low data 
rate, which improves the system performance at the cost of efficiency. Another effec­
tive way to tackle the channel degradation is to adopt diversity techniques that don’t 
consume extra power resource. Spatial diversity is one of widely-accepted diversity 
techniques, and receives increasing attentions especially since the proposal of multiple- 
input multiple-output (MIMO) concepts [4]. However, the practical implementation 
of MIMO techniques is constrained by the size of mobile terminals (MTs) that is too 
small to implement multiple antennas.
Instead, cooperative relaying is proposed to introduce the distributed spatial diversity 
via interaction from nearby MTs which overhear the broadcasting information from the 
source [5], [6], [7]. The destination MT receives information from the source, but can
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not enjoy spatial diversity by itself due to the one-antenna limitation. After some signal 
processings defined by the specific relaying protocol, nearby MTs may retransmit extra 
copies to the destination MT. With the assumption of independent channels for the 
source-to-destination link and the relay-to-destination link, the destination MT receives 
multiple copies of original information through independent paths, which brings the 
distributed spatial diversity. This kind of spatial diversity namely cooperative diversity 
can be conveniently obtained by interactions and local resource sharing between various 
MTs, and thus provides a new research paradigm for diversity techniques in wireless 
communications.
1.2 M otivation and Objective
In the literature, a lot of research have been done for the cooperative relaying in the 
frequency-flat fading channels without the consideration of air interface, which aims 
to demonstrate the advantage of cooperative diversity in the absence of other forms 
of diversity such as frequency diversity and time diversity. Considering the frequency- 
selective channel models in the terrestrial and satellite communication systems, the 
research on cooperative relaying needs to be investigated in the frequency-selective 
channels with the presence of possible frequency diversity. Driven by the high data rate 
transmission target in wireless communications, we combine the orthogonal frequency 
division multiplexing (OFDM) air interface with cooperative relaying techniques. The 
above two factors motivate us to investigate the OFDM-based cooperative relaying in 
frequency-selective channels for the possible implementation of cooperative relaying in 
terrestrial and satellite communication systems.
OFDM-based relaying communication has been investigated in various areas recently. 
Most of publications about relaying communications consider uncoded OFDM scenar­
ios. Our objective is to investigate the OFDM-based relaying with coding, and derive 
the system performance to provide a solid foundation for further analysis. Besides, 
exploiting the iterative processing idea from the turbo principle, we combine signal 
processing techniques with decoding to improve the system performance in an iterative 
way for the coded OFDM-based relaying. Moreover, the OFDM-based relaying has
1.3. Contributions
many similar problems and research issues with single-link OFDM systems, and we can 
borrow some ideas from the literature in OFDM communications. For example, the 
same as in OFDM systems, OFDM-based relaying is vulnerable to carrier frequency 
offset (CFO), and our objective is to study the performance degradation for cooperative 
diversity caused by CFO. In addition, we can apply adaptive transmission techniques 
such as bit and power loading (BPL) for the OFDM-based relaying to improve power 
efficiency as its significant performance improvement for single link OFDM commu­
nications. We aim to propose practical bit and power loading algorithms with low 
complexity via performance analysis and optimization for OFDM-based two-way relay 
systems.
1.3 Contributions
In this thesis, we investigate the OFDM-based cooperative relaying in satellite and 
terrestrial systems. Major contributions are listed as follows:
1) We analyze bit error rate (BER) performance of selective decode-and-forward (SDF) 
relaying with bit interleaved coded modulation (BICM) -OFDM air interface, and derive 
a BER upper bound as it is quite difficult to derive the exact BER performance. We 
then obtain a sub-optimal signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) threshold for the SDF relaying 
via the optimization of this upper bound. In computer simulations, the proposed sub- 
optimal SNR threshold scheme not only shows significant cooperative diversity gain 
in comparison to the single link, but also shows almost the same performance to the 
scheme with the optimal SNR threshold which is obtained by exhaustive search.
2) For the satellite broadcast networks, we propose a spectrally efficient SDF relay­
ing scheme based on the BICM-OFDM air interface, and employ two alternative MTs 
to relay received satellite signals. In this scheme, main problem is the cochannel in­
terference (CCI) caused by the frequency sharing between the satellite broadcasting 
and the terrestrial relaying. To combat CCI, we employ iterative signal processing 
techniques to jointly perform signal detection, channel estimation, parallel interference 
cancellation, and maximum a posteriori decoding. Our proposed scheme shows obvious 
cooperative diversity compared with the single link, and shows close performance to
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the benchmark scheme with perfect channel state information. In addition, the pro­
posed iterative processing scheme converges after a few iterations, thus is convenient 
for implementation.
3) We investigate the BER performance of the OFDM-based amplify-and-forward relay­
ing with residual CFO in frequency-selective channels. In our proposed semi-analytical 
BER model, we first employ characteristic function and Beaulieu series to derive a 
conditional BER expression, then obtain unconditional BER results by average the 
conditional BER over channel responses and CFOs. This semi-analytical BER model 
matches simulation results very well for various residual carrier frequency offset. The 
amplify-and-forward relaying shows obvious cooperative diversity gain for residual CFO 
with small variances such as 0.001 and 0.01, but gradually loses the cooperative gain 
with the increased residual CFO variance.
4) For the OFDM-based two-way amplify-and-forward relaying, we perform BPL on 
each subcarrier to improve power efficiency. Firstly, we employ a flexible power ratio 
allocation scheme and fixed power ratio allocation scheme to allocate power on each 
subcarrier. Secondly, iterative bit loading algorithm is performed with the target link 
performance. In computer simulations, the OFDM-based two-way amplify-and-forward 
relaying with BPL shows significant performance gain in comparison to the nonadaptive 
two-way relaying.
1.4 Publications
Some research work in this thesis has been listed as follows:
Journal Paper:
1 H.Luo, Y.Ma and B.G.Evans, ” Performance Analysis for BICM-OFDM Based SDF 
Relaying ”, Proposed for lET Communications.
2 H.Luo, Y.Ma and B.G.Evans, ” The Cooperative Diversity Gain of Uncoded OFDM- 
based AF Relaying with Residual CFO ”, Proposed for lET Communication Letter.
Conference Paper:
1.5. Thesis Organization
1 H.Luo, Y.Ma and B.G.Evans, ” A Spectral Efficient Decode-and-Forward Relaying 
Scheme for Satellite Broadcast Networks ”, in International Workshop on Satellite and 
Space Communications (IWSSC), Sept.2009, pp. 252 - 256 .
2 H.Luo, Y.Ma and B.G.Evans, ”Selective DF Relaying for Mobile Satellite Broadcast­
ing” , in International Symposium on Personal Indoor and Mobile Radio Communica­
tions (PIMRC), Sept.2010, pp.2410 - 2414 .
3 H.Luo, Y.Ma and B.G.Evans, ” BICM-OFDM Based Spectrally Efficient SDF Re­
laying for Satellite Broadcast Networks” , Accepted by IEEE Global Communication 
Conference, 2011
1.5 Thesis Organization
In the followings of this thesis, the organization is as belows: Chapter 2 reviews relay­
ing protocols, spectral efficiency for relaying communications, OFDM-based relaying 
communications and current relaying techniques in satellite and terrestrial communi­
cations. Chapter 3 presents a BER analysis and a sub-optimal SNR threshold for the 
BICM-OFDM based SDF relaying. Chapter 4 discusses the spectrally efficient SDF 
relaying for the BICM-OFDM based satellite broadcast networks. Chapter 5 analyzes 
the BER performance of the OFDM-based amplify-and-forward relaying with residual 
CFOs. Chapter 6 proposes BPL for the OFDM-based two-way amplify-and-forward 
relaying. In chapter 7, we draw conclusions and future research topics.
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Chapter 2
Relaying Communications
To achieve the spatial diversity for MTs without multiple antennas, cooperative re­
laying is a promising approach that allows MTs to share their local resources such as 
antennas in a distributed manner. By receiving relayed information from a collection 
of nearby MTs, the destination MT receives multiple independently faded copies of 
information, and enjoys a kind of distributed spatial diversity named as cooperative 
diversity in virtual multiple antennas concepts. In this chapter, we first review various 
relaying protocols and their characteristics such as signal processings, implementation 
complexity, diversity order and spectral efficiency. W ith a specific relaying protocol, 
the classical relay channel model is composed of three nodes, namely one source, one 
half-duplex relay, and one destination, with an one-half spectral efficiency loss [7]. To 
improve the spectral efficiency, the two-way relay and the two-path relay architectures 
are illustrated with their relaying mechanisms, duplex mode, and spectral efficiency [1] 
[8] . Except the theoretical research in relaying communications, we consider the ap­
plication of relaying techniques with emerging high data rate wireless communication 
services and simulation environments in various communication standards. We first 
present basic signal processing principles, the block diagram, important research topics 
such as CFO, adaptive modulation and power loading, for OFDM communications. 
Then OFDM-based relaying systems are reviewed with a careful selection of published 
papers, focusing on several key aspects of future 4G and 5G communications such as 
air interface, adaptive transmission with channel information feedback, and signal pro­
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cessing techniques. Lastly, current applications of relaying techniques in terrestrial and 
satellite systems are reviewed with multiple examples, e.g., Type-1 and Type-2 relays in 
LTE standards [9] [10] [11], fixed relaying infrastructures in the DVB-SH broadcasting 
standard [12], and novel mobile relays in the satellite broadcasting [13] [14] [15].
2.1 Relaying Protocols
In this section, we introduce various cooperative relaying strategies, including fixed 
relaying, selective relaying, and incremental relaying [7]. For fixed relaying, the relay 
performs some kind of signal processings according to the relaying protocol, such as 
amplify its received signals, or decode, re-encode, and retransmit received signals, or 
quantize and compress received signals [7] [16]. In comparison to the basic fixed re­
laying, to prevent the error propagation at the relay, selective relaying is proposed as 
an adaptive strategy that allows the relay to choose forwarding or not, according to 
the channel quality of the source-to-relay link [7]. To improve the spectral efficiency, 
incremental relaying is proposed to avoid unnecessary retransmissions by employing 
limited feedback that indicates the successful decoding or not at the destination [7].
2 .1 .1  F ix e d  R e la y in g  
A m plify  and Forward
As depicted in Figure 2.1, the amplify-and-forward (AF) relay [7], amplifies received 
signals according to the power constraint at the relay, and retransmits the amplified 
signals to the destination. In comparison to other fixed relaying protocols, received 
signals are not decoded or compressed at the AF relay, which is a relatively simple and 
low-cost implementation. In the scenario the source-to-relay link is not in good channel 
conditions and the relay cannot correctly decode received signals, the AF relaying avoids 
unsuccessful decoding at the relay and the error propagation.
For the AF relaying, the relationship between the received signal yi and the transmitted 
signal X2 at the relay can be expressed as follows [7] [17]
2.1. Relaying Protocols
Signal 
from ■ 
Source
Amplifier
Output
of
Relay
Figure 2.1: Amplify-and-forward relay
X2 =  (3yi (2 .1)
 ^ y \h ,r?Ps+No
Or
where (3 is the amplification factor, Pr is the transmitted power at the relay, Pg is 
the transmitted power at the source, hgr is the channel coefficient for the source-to- 
relay link, and Nq is the noise variance. With the availability of CSI, the AF relaying 
scheme with the amplification factor /5 calculated by the formula (2.2) is called the 
instantaneous power scaling (IPS) AF scheme [17]. Without the presence of CSI, the AF 
relaying scheme with the amplification factor j3 calculated by the formula (2.3) is called 
the average power scaling (APS) AF scheme [17]. The IPS-AF scheme outperforms 
the the APS-AF scheme on the error performance with the availability of CSI [17]. 
However, to obtain accurate channel gain, the AF relaying requires complicated channel 
estimation algorithms due to the cascaded channel composed of the source-to-relay link 
and the relay-to-destination link, which is a non-Gaussian estimation problem [18] [19] 
[20].
The AF relaying has the advantage of low-complexity signal operations at the relay. 
Besides, through outage behavior analysis, AF can achieve the distributed spatial di­
versity in high SNR scenarios, by combining two independently faded versions of signals
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Signal 
from • 
Source
Output
Relay
EncoderDecoder
Figure 2.2: Decode-and-forward relay
from the source and the relay. However, one disadvantage of the AF relaying is the am­
plification of the noise for the source-to-relay link, especially in the low SNR scenarios, 
which results in some performance loss.
D ecod e and Forward
In the decode-and-forward (DF) relaying, as depicted in Figure 2.2, the relay decodes 
the received signals from the source, and retransmits re-encoded signals to the destina­
tion. At the destination, signals from the relay and the source are combined. However, 
the overall performance of the fixed DF relaying is limited by the channel quality of the 
source-to-relay link. Through outage behavior analysis, Laneman et al. has shown that 
the fixed DF relaying cannot offer cooperative diversity [7]. When the source-to-relay 
link can not guarantee the successful recovery of received signals, the relay retransmits 
wrong information to the destination and destroys the cooperative diversity at the des­
tination, and we call this as error propagation. To combat this problem of the DF 
relaying, the selective relaying can be introduced for the adaptive retransmission at the 
relay [7].
Com press and Forward
The compress and forward (CF) relaying was first proposed by Cover in his ground­
breaking work about the capacity of the relay channel [16]. As depicted in Figure 
2.3, the relay first quantizes the continuous received signal by some quantizer design 
rules [21] [22], and maps the quantized signal into a binary sequence. Then the binary 
sequence is compressed and forwarded to the destination. The destination receives two 
correlated versions of information from the source and the relay, and performs joint
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Output
o f
Relay
Signal 
from ■ 
Source
Quantize Map Compress
Figure 2.3: Compress-and-forward relay
decoding to recover the original information. Through this Wyner-Ziv coding [23] [24], 
the practical CF relaying can be implemented to achieve the cooperative diversity. 
Among three fixed relaying schemes, the CF relaying shows best performance when the 
relay is closed to the destination [16]. However, the implementation of the CF relaying 
requires a large amount of computation, and thus is much less investigated compared 
with the AF and DF relaying.
2 .1 .2  S e le c t iv e  R e la y in g
The selective relaying is an adaptive relaying strategy according to the quality of the 
source-to-relay channel, and avoids error propagation. It can be divided into two cat­
egories according to the following rules: the cyclic redundancy check (CRC) and the 
measured SNR. As depicted in Figure 2.4, the relay chooses retransmission when the 
CRC detects no error or the SNR is above a set threshold, otherwise the relay keeps 
silent due to the poor channel quality of the source-to-relay link. In Laneman’s work 
[7], it has been proved that the SNR-based SDF relaying can achieve the cooperative 
diversity via the outage behavior analysis in high SNR scenarios. For the SNR-based 
approach, the key point is to choose a carefully designed threshold, and some research 
work have been done on the selection of the SNR threshold in frequency-flat fading 
channels by performance analysis and optimization techniques [25] [26] [27].
2 .1 .3  In cre m en ta l R e la y in g
In comparison to the fixed and selective relaying, the incremental relaying proposed by 
Laneman et al. can improve the spectral efficiency with limited feedback especially for 
high data rate transmissions, as fixed relaying and selective relaying always transmit 
signals or correctly decoded signals to the destination [7]. Limited feedback such as a
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Signal
from
Source
Output of 
Relay
Decoder Encoder
CRC/SNR
Figure 2.4: Selective relaying
Signal 
from -  
Source
Feedback Signal 
from Destination
-o o- AF/DF/CF Output of 
Relay
Figure 2.5: Incremental relaying
single bit can be employed as a sign to indicate the success or failure of decoding at 
the destination for the single link, and is sent back to the relay and the source. As 
depicted in Figure 2.5, the action of relaying is decided by the feedback sign from the 
destination. When the source-to-destination link is reliable for the correct decoding, 
the destination sends a sign bit indicating the successful decoding, and the relay keeps 
silent to avoid unnecessary retransmissions. Otherwise, the destination sends a sign bit 
indicating the failed decoding, and the relay sends another independent copy of original 
information to the destination for cooperative diversity. The incremental relaying can 
enjoy considerable power and spectral efficiency, especially when the direct link can 
successfully recover information in high SNR scenarios.
2.2 Spectrally Efficient Relaying Communications
In a limited frequency band, spectral efficiency measures how efficiently spectrum re­
source can be exploited in the data transmission, and is defined as the number of 
transmitted information bits over a given bandwidth. Spectral efficiency is given as 
follows [28]:
2.2. Spectrally Ethcient Relaying Communications 13
Spectral efficiency =  R / B  (2.4)
where B  denotes the bandwidth, and R  denotes the data rate. The spectral efficiency 
is measured in bit/s/Hz.
With the emerging development of various communication services, spectrum resource 
is very limited, and efficient use of frequency spectrum becomes increasingly important. 
To apply relaying techniques in future wireless communication systems, improving spec­
tral efficiency for relaying systems is thus an attractive research area.
A relay can be a full-duplex relay or a half-duplex relay. The full-duplex relay con­
currently transmits and receives information at the same frequency band, which is 
spectrally efficient. In the practical radio implementation, the full-duplex relay needs 
to reduce self interference between the transmitted signal and the received signal. As 
the transmit power is much higher than the received power at the relay, self interference 
cancellation for the full-duplex relay is a challenging problem as pointed in Laneman et 
al.’s [7] pioneering work Instead, for practical considerations, the half-duplex relay 
has been intensively investigated. The half-duplex relay can be operated in the time 
division duplexing (TDD) mode or the frequency division duplexing (FDD) mode. In 
TDD mode, the half-duplex relay retransmits information in the next time slot while 
the source is idle, which reduces transmission data rate and may cause a one-half spec­
tral efficiency loss. In FDD mode, the half-duplex relay retransmits information in 
another frequency band, which consumes more bandwidth and may cause a one-half 
spectral efficiency loss.
In order to improve the spectral efficiency for the half-duplex relay, two approaches 
have been proposed in existing publications, i.e., the two-way relay and the two-path 
relay. For the former approach, the two-way relay system is consisted of two source 
MTs, and one half-duplex relay MT. As depicted in Figure 2.6, in the first time slot, 
the relay MT T3 simultaneously receives information from two sources MTs Ti and
 ^ Recently, we notice some progress achieved by the academics on the full-duplex terminal (see [29] 
), but there still exist a lot of practical and engineering challenges for this open problem in wireless 
radios, especially in the communication industry.
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Figure 2.6: The two-way relaying scheme
T2 in the same frequency band, similar to the multiple access channel. In the second 
time slot, the relay MT T3 employs the AF or DF relaying protocol to process received 
signals and broadcasts the amplified or regenerated information to Ti and T2. Although 
each direction suffers a one-half spectral efficiency loss due to the half-duplex relay, the 
two-way transmission compensates the one-half spectral efficiency loss [8].
For the two-path relaying scheme, the major idea is to employ two relay MTs for 
alternative retransmissions [8] [1]. As depicted in Figure 2.7, the two-path relaying 
system is consisted of one source MT denoted by S, two half-duplex relay MTs denoted 
by Ri  and R 2 in the TDD mode, and one destination MT denoted by D. In the odd 
time slot, Ri  transmits the received information in the previous time slot to R 2 and 
D, while i ?2 listens. The exception is that Ri  keeps silent in the first time slot. In the 
even time slot, R 2 broadcasts information to Ri  and D, and Ri  listens. The spectral 
efficiency loss is significantly reduced from 1/2 to 1/(A  4- 1) thanks to the alternative 
relaying, where (ÜT -f 1) is the number of time slots. In comparison to the two-way 
relay, the two-path relaying scheme can enjoy the cooperative diversity gain.
2.3 OFDM and OFDM-Based Relaying Systems
OFDM was first proposed by Bell Labs researcher R.W.Chang in the 1960s [30], and 
later implemented by using discrete Fourier transform [31]. Thanks to the low-cost 
signal processing implementation on calculating the discrete Fourier transform and the
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Figure 2.7: The two-path relaying scheme, from [1]
fast development of circuit industry, OFDM has been an attractive and well-developed 
communication scheme in the industry in the last twenty years. As a promising multi­
carrier air interface, OFDM has been adopted in many conventional terrestrial and 
satellite communication standards for high data rate transmissions, such as broadband 
wireless indoor networks IEEE 802.11a [32], digital audio broadcasting (DAB) [33], 
digital video broadcasting-terrestrial (DVB-T) [34], digital video broadcasting-satellite 
services to handhelds (DVB-SH) [12], and 3GPP long term evolution (LTE) [35].
In OFDM systems, transmitted high data rate symbols are split into parallel data 
streams, and mapped onto a number of closely-spaced sub carriers. In this multi-carrier 
architecture, the transmission rate on each subcarrier is significantly reduced, due to 
the multiplexing onto a large number of subcarriers, and the sub bandwidth for each 
sub carrier is smaller than the coherence bandwidth. As a result, each sub carrier experi­
ences a frequency-flat fading channel, and only requires a one-tap channel equalization. 
To avoid the interference between closely-spaced subcarriers, sub carriers in an OFDM 
symbol are generated to be orthogonal between each other, which can be achieved via a 
careful selection of carrier frequencies. Thanks to this orthogonality, nearby subcarriers 
in an OFDM symbol can be overlapped in the frequency domain, which is much more
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Figure 2.9: Block diagram for the OFDM communication
spectrally efficient than a general multi-carrier modulation (MCM) scheme (see Figure 
2.8). However, the orthogonality between sub carriers can be deteriorated by carrier 
frequency difference between the transmitter and receiver named as CFO, then the 
performance of OFDM systems is sensitive to CFO. CFO is usually generated by the 
Doppler shift in the mobile environment or the frequency mismatch between the trans­
mitter and receiver oscillators. After normalization to the sub carrier spacing, CFO can 
be divided into the integer CFO and the fractional CFO. The integer CFO introduces 
a frequency ambiguity [36] [37]. The fractional CFO deteriorates the orthogonality 
between subcarriers and consequently causes intercarrier interference (ICI), which sub­
stantially degrades the performance and causes an error ffoor [36] [38].
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Figure 2.9 shows a block diagram of the OFDM system. At the transmitter side, 
information-bearing bits first go through the serial-to-parallel (S/P) conversion, and 
then are processed by a inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT). To mitigate inter­
symbol interference (ISI), a guard interval is inserted. Guard interval can be a part of 
the received OFDM signal and prepended to the OFDM symbol called as cyclic prefix 
(CP). CP needs to be longer than the maximum excess delay of the channel. With 
the exploitation of CP, the convolutive channel matrix with ISI can be transformed 
into a circular matrix without ISI, which provides a one-tap equalization for OFDM 
systems [39]. Then the signal is processed by the parallel-to-serial (P/S) conversion 
before sending to the channel.
In the time domain, the OFDM signal can be expressed as follows
N - l
= 0 < t <  T  (2.5)
where N  is the number of sub carriers for an OFDM symbol, is the data on the k -th 
subcarrier, A  is the carrier frequency on the k -th subcarrier, and 1 /T  is the subcarrier 
spacing.
At the receiver side, the received signal goes through the S/P conversion, guard in­
terval removal, DFT operation, and P /S  conversion, which can be viewed as a reverse 
operation of signal processings at the transmitter side.
Each sub carrier in an OFDM symbol has different channel state information (CSI). To 
efficiently use resources in an OFDM symbol, the modulation scheme and the transmit 
power on each sub carrier can be different according to CSI. In other words, sub carriers 
with strong CSI are allocated with more transmit power and high-order modulation 
schemes, while sub carriers with weak CSI are allocated with less or even zero trans­
mit power and low-order modulation schemes or even no transmit bits. This adaptive 
transmission scheme can greatly improve the system performance and the transmission 
data rate, but requires a large amount of feedback CSIs from the receiver with extra 
cost on signalling overheads in telecommunication systems. This OFDM scheme with 
adaptive modulation and power allocation can be applied in slow-varying channel en-
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vironments, and brings an obvious performance improvement after an initial training 
and CSI feedback stage.
In early publications of cooperative communications, relaying techniques were proposed 
and investigated in frequency-flat fading channels without any air interface [5] [6] [7] 
[40]. In conventional wireless communication standards, signals go through frequency- 
selective channels, and we need to investigate the performance of relaying beyond simple 
frequency-flat fading scenarios. Moreover, dramatically increasing telecommunication 
services demand high transmission data rate. These two factors make OFDM-based 
relaying communications a promising research area in future wireless communication 
systems. Shin et al. [41] evaluated the cooperative diversity gain of coded OFDM-based 
relaying communications in the IEEE 802.11a standard. The incremental relaying was 
employed to improve the transmission efficiency. In the first time slot, the source 
broadcasted information to the relay and destination. If the destination could correctly 
recover received signals, the following second transmission was avoided. In the second 
time slot, the source and relay cooperatively sent another copy of signals to the des­
tination. The architecture of the transmitter and receiver side such as bit interleaved 
convolutional coding, frame structure, number of data subcarriers and pilot subcar­
riers; was the same as in the IEEE 802.11a standard. The timing synchronization, 
CFO estimation and correction, and channel estimation algorithms were proposed in 
this practical coded OFDM-based relaying systems. In comparison to the single-link 
OFDM systems, OFDM-based relaying systems could achieve 6.7 dB performance im­
provement at a target FER of 10“ ,^ which shows significant cooperative diversity in 
indoor environments. In future terrestrial mobile communication systems (4C), Herdin 
[42] introduced infrastructure AF relay stations to combat path loss and noise rising 
problems with a high 5CHz transmission frequency and a large lOOMHz bandwidth. 
Mobile users out of the broadcast range from the base station received signals from the 
fixed AF relay, and the coverage area of cellular systems was extended. The TDD relay 
received information from the base station in the first time slot, and broadcasted signals 
to mobile users in the second time slot. The author proposed an adaptive subcarrier 
mapping scheme to improve the performance of this two-hop relaying communications 
with CSIs. To reduce the signalling overhead on subcarrier sorting, the sub carrier map­
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ping scheme was performed on chunk level formed by a group of adjacent subcarriers. 
Sub carrier chunks in the first hop were mapped onto sub carrier chunks in the second 
hop in a sorted way measured by the average chunk SNRs. The simulation parameters 
such as channel models, carrier frequency, system bandwidth, and the number of sub­
carriers, were chosen from the European WINNER project that is similar to the IEEE 
802.16 standard. This adaptive two-hop AF relaying scheme achieved up to 3dB SNR 
gain in comparison to the non-adaptive relaying scheme. For adaptive resource allo­
cation in OFDM-based relaying communications. Ma et al. [43] investigated BPL for 
uncoded AF and SDF relaying. With the availability of CSIs, power optimization tech­
niques and the greedy bit loading algorithm were employed to minimize the transmit 
power at the target data rate and the target system performance. The adopted time- 
invariant frequency-selective indoor channel model and OFDM system parameters were 
chosen from the European standard HIPERLAN/2 that is similar to the IEEE 802.11a. 
The proposed adaptive BPL scheme showed a large performance gain in comparison 
to the nonadaptive approach. Herdin and Ma et al. ’s research outputs reveal that 
adaptive transmission strategies depending on CSIs can offer significant performance 
improvement for OFDM-based relaying communications. For OFDM-based two-way 
relaying communications, Jiang et al. [44] studied channel estimation and training de­
sign issues with optimization objectives. The authors aimed to maximize the average 
SNR and minimize the channel estimation mean-square errors at two sources, via the 
optimal power allocation and training sequence design. In computer simulations, this 
proposed channel estimator with optimal power allocation outperformed the conven­
tional channel estimator for 3 dB in mean-square errors. For OFDM-based two-way AF 
relaying. Ho et al. [45] investigated the sum capacity maximization by power allocation 
and subcarrier mapping with local power constraints at each node. Since the joint op­
timization of power allocation and subcarrier mapping is computationally impossible 
with a large number of subcarriers, authors adopted a sub-optimal two-stage approach. 
In the first stage, assuming an uniform power distribution between two sources and 
the two-way relay, authors employed a greedy search algorithm for sub carrier mapping. 
In each iteration, authors firstly selected the sub carrier in the multiple access time 
slot that maximizes the sum SNR, then selected the subcarrier in the broadcast time
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slot that maximizes the capacity. In the second stage, with the achieved subcarrier 
mapping matrix, a sub-gradient approach with carefully selected steps was employed 
to search the desired power distribution that maximize the sum capacity. In computer 
simulations, the proposed power allocation and subcarrier mapping scheme offered 2 
dB gain in comparison to the uniform power distribution and random subcarrier map­
ping scheme at a capacity of two bits per symbol. Prom various publications about 
the OFDM-basd relaying in the literature, we reviewed above papers and our objec­
tive is to reveal following facts: 1) The OFDM-based relaying can achieve cooperative 
diversity in current wireless communication standards; 2) Signal processing techniques 
such as channel estimation and synchronization play an important role and can greatly 
affect the overall system performance in the OFDM-based relaying; 3) With accurate 
CSIs, adaptive transmission strategies significantly improve the transmission efficiency 
for the OFDM-based relaying.
2.4 The Application of Relaying in Terrestrial and Satel­
lite Systems
In terrestrial communications, users at the cell edge often receive weak signals from 
the base station due to the propagation loss, which causes the coverage problem and 
a small capacity. In IEEE 3GPP standards LTE Release 8 and LTE Release 10, fixed 
relay stations have been adopted to improve the cell coverage and increase the data 
rate in remote areas. In the latest Release 10, there are two kinds of relays: Type 1 
relay and Type 2 relay. As illustrated in Figure 2.10, Type 1 relay has a separate cell 
identity, which is distinct from the base station [9] [10]. Users only receive data from 
the relay, not from the base station. Type 1 relay needs to send its own control signals, 
reference symbols, and synchronization signals to MTs. Type 1 relay also appears in 
the Release 8, which guarantees the compatibility for the Release 10 with the previous 
standard Release 8. As illustrated in Figure 2.11, Type 2 relay does not have its own 
cell identity, and is transparent to the user. Users receive signals from both the base 
station and the Type 2 relay, and cannot distinguish the user data from the Type 2 
relay between the control data from the base station [11].
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Figure 2.10: Type 1 relay in terrestrial LTE standards
Figure 2.11: Type 2 relay in terrestrial LTE standards
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In satellite communications, users often experience severe channel conditions, and the 
line of sight (LOS) link between the satellite and users does not exist, which brings 
severe performance degradation and limits the satellite coverage. This phenomenon 
occurs in cases of low satellite elevation angles, shadowing in the satellite broadcasting, 
indoor satellite users, and so on. Currently, the terrestrial gap fillers have been utilized 
to tackle this problem in the literatures [46] [47] [48] [49], especially in the OFDM- 
based satellite mobile TV standard DVB-SH [12]. As illustrated in Figure 2.12, fixed 
terrestrial components receive LOS satellite signals, and retransmit these LOS satellite 
signals to MTs for enhanced satellite broadcasting. However, the large-scale deployment 
of fixed terrestrial gap fillers not only increases the financial cost, but also becomes 
vulnerable to natural disasters.
Alternatively, MTs can be utilized to relay satellite signals for improving the system 
performance and the satellite coverage, with a fast and efficient implementation. As 
illustrated in Figure 2.13, the destination MT cannot directly receive signals from the 
satellite under the shadowing. A nearby MT that receives LOS satellite signals is em­
ployed as a relay to enhance the satellite coverage. Cocco et al. [13] have investigated 
the application of MT relaying in satellite broadcasting systems, which aims to reduce 
the number and cost of fixed satellite infrastructure components (i.e., gap fillers). At 
the physical layer, the DVB-SH standard was adopted for the satellite-to-MT link, and 
the IEEE 802.11a standard was adopted for the inter-MT cooperative relaying link. 
In [14], MTs were utilized as relays to obtain the cooperative diversity and the cover­
age extension for satellite systems. In the proposed transmission scheme, the satellite 
broadcasted signals in the first time slot, and relays forwarded satellite signals to the 
destination MT in the second time slot. In [15], multiple mobile SDF relays retransmit­
ted satellite signals to the destination MT in the satellite broadcast networks. Authors 
derived a closed-form symbol error probability by using the moment generating func­
tion (MGF) approach, and this analytical expressions matched simulation results very 
well. The single relay case demonstrated about 7 dB performance gain in comparison 
to the direct link, and the performance gain increased dramatically with multiple re­
lays. From above literatures, it has shown that the mobile relay scheme has dramatic 
advantages on the cost of deployment, coverage extension, efficiency of implementation
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Figure 2.12: Fixed terrestrial gap filler in satellite communications
and the performance improvement brought by cooperative diversity. Consequently, this 
novel mobile relay scheme will have a significant influence on satellite communications.
2.5 Summary
In this chapter, we first reviewed several cooperative relaying protocols, such as fixed 
AF, DF, OF relaying, the selective relaying and the incremental relaying. Secondly, 
we highlighted spectral efficiency for relaying techniques, and listed two-way relay and 
two-path relay approaches for tackling this problem. Thirdly, by combing relaying tech­
niques with the current communication air interface, we introduced OFDM techniques 
and OFDM-based relaying communications, and highlighted several promising research 
topics in OFDM-based relaying communications. Fourthly, we investigated application 
issues for relaying techniques in the terrestrial and satellite communication systems, 
and focused on the latest terrestrial LTE standards as well as the satellite broadcasting 
standard. For satellite communication systems, the mobile relay scheme will play an
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Figure 2.13: Mobile relay in satellite communications
important role in future satellite communications based on the start-of-the-art research 
literature and outputs.
Chapter 3
Performance Analysis for 
BICM -OFDM  Based SDF  
Relaying
The SDF relaying is one of classical relaying protocols that can potentially offer dis­
tributed spatial diversity. It dynamically forwards the regenerated signal to the des­
tination according to the channel quality of the source-to-relay link, thus avoiding 
propagation errors. Currently, the SDF relay employs a CRC code to perform error 
detection, or employs the SNR threshold to assess the reliability of the SR link. In 
the CRC-based approach, the relay drops the whole received frame when error bits are 
detected by CRC. This significantly reduces the chance of cooperative transmission, 
especially in the case of practical communication systems with large-sized frames. For 
the SNR-based approach, the relay retransmits the received signal on the condition 
that the SNR of the SR link is above a given threshold. The SNR-based approach 
not only increases the robustness of cooperative transmission with regards to reduced 
error bits at the relay, but also avoids complex error detection. The key aspect of the 
SNR-based approach is the design of a carefully chosen threshold via BER performance 
analysis and numerical optimization, as the SNR threshold is used to measure the chan­
nel quality and reduce the probability of error propagation. In this chapter, we focus 
on SNR-based SDF relaying.
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Much efforts have been paid on the BER performance of the SNR-based SDF relaying 
scheme and its relationship to the threshold analysis. For example, Siriwongpairat et al. 
[25] have investigated BER performance and optimization of SNR threshold for uncoded 
communication in frequency-flat fading channels. In [26], the SNR-threshold selection 
scheme has been investigated for various availability of instantaneous or average SNR 
knowledge at the relay. Yi et al. [27] have studied BER and the optimal SNR threshold 
for doubly differential cooperative communications. To the best of our knowledge, most 
of the existing work are applied to uncoded communications over frequency-flat fading 
channels. However, future cellular systems require cooperative relaying techniques to 
be combined with advanced air-interfaces such as BICM-OFDM [50]. This motivates 
us to investigate BER performance and SNR threshold for BICM-OFDM based SDF 
relaying.
In this chapter, we first derive a BER upper bound for BICM-OFDM based SDF 
relaying, which is a function of the SNR threshold. Usually, the exact BER performance 
of coded systems is very difficult to derive, and the upper bound method has been shown 
to be a relatively simple and effective mechanism in the literature. We then obtain a 
sub-optimal SNR threshold in a closed-form expression through the minimization of the 
achieved BER upper bound. Computer simulations are used to show that the proposed 
scheme demonstrates cooperative diversity. Moreover, the proposed scheme is shown to 
have almost the same performance as the SDF relaying with an optimal SNR threshold 
scheme obtained by exhaustive search.
3.1 BICM -OFDM
For conventional high-data-rate wireless communications, OFDM is a highly competi­
tive scheme. As a multi-carrier transmission scheme, OFDM only needs one-tap equal­
ization, and is spectrally efficient due to overlapping subcarriers. In OFDM systems, 
data sequence is first divided into low-data-rate parallel streams by the S/P conversion, 
then mapped onto a number of orthogonal subcarriers using the IDFT.
For uncoded OFDM in a frequency-selective channel, some subcarriers may experience 
nulls in frequency response, which leads to errors on these subcarriers. To combat this
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram for BICM, tt is a bit-level interleaver, from [2]
problem, one effective approach is to combine OFDM with coding, known as coded 
OFDM. Zehavi [51] first proposed the idea of BICM, where convolutionally encoded 
bits are processed by bit-level interleavers. Caire et al. [2] further provided error- 
probability analysis by using several union upper bounds, as well as design guidelines 
for BICM. In the design of BICM systems, Caire et al. showed that the coding scheme 
and the modulation scheme can be considered separately. Before Zehavi’s contribu­
tion, the conventional trellis coded modulation (TCM) published by Ungerboeck in 
1982 [52] performed the interleaving at the symbol level. Figure 3.1 shows a block 
diagram for BICM. At the transmitter side, information bearing bits are processed by 
a convolutional encoder, followed by an interleaver denoted by t t  and a modulator. The 
ideal interleaver t t  is an infinite depth interleaver that is completely random, which is a 
widely accepted assumption for performance analysis in coded systems. The difference 
between TCM and BICM is that the interleaver t t  is a symbol interleaver for TCM, 
whilst it is a bit interleaver for BICM. In a Rayleigh fading channel, BICM outperforms 
TCM, as BICM offers a better coding gain [51].
In the BICM-OFDM scheme, burst error bits on adjacent sub carriers are rearranged 
by the interleaver in a random distribution. The error control coding can successfully 
recover the transmitted information if the number of error bits in a codeword is less 
than the code’s error correction capability, which improves the BER performance in 
comparison to uncoded OFDM. In a frequency-selective channel with L  as the number 
of channel taps, Akay et al. [53] has proved that the diversity order for the convolu­
tionally coded BICM-OFDM scheme is the minimum of d/ree and L, by using pairwise 
error probability (PEP) analysis, where d/ree is the minimum free distance of the con­
volutional code. BICM-OFDM systems can obtain full order frequency diversity on the 
condition that d/ree is greater than L, which can be achieved by choosing a convolu­
tional code with a long constraint length. Due to its frequency diversity, BICM-OFDM 
has been adopted in a wide range of wireless standards: IEEE 802.11a, WiMAX, DVB-
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SH/H/T, etc. We thus choose BICM-OFDM as the air interface for our research on 
SDF relaying.
For the decoding algorithm in the convolutional coded BICM systems, the non-iterative 
soft output Viterbi algorithm (SOVA) is usually adopted as the decoding algorithm. 
We assume that the bit interleaver t t  performs the mapping: k {k' ,i), where k is the 
index of the codeword bit c&, k' denotes the time index of the transmitted symbol 
and i is the position of Ck in the symbol at time k '. The bit metrics can be written 
as in [51] [53]
Cfc) =  min^^^i^ jjî/fc/ -  (3.1)
where denotes the signal set that has the value Ck G {0, 1} at the position i, is 
the received signal at time k \  represents the channel response at time k \  and ||(.)|| 
stands for the Euclidean distance. The bit metrics in (3.1) do not consider the a prior 
probability (APP) for each bit in a modulated symbol, and treat each bit as uniformly 
distributed. The maximum likelihood (ML) decoder performs decoding according to 
[53] as
c =  arg minggc ^  A"(%/, %) (3.2)
k
The decision criteria in (3.2) can be implemented by a SOVA decoder [54] [55].
Gray labeling is a widely used modulation labeling scheme in both theoretical research 
and practical wireless standards, and allows at most one neighbouring symbol with 
minimum Euclidean distance for each symbol in the modulation signal set. For the non­
iterative decoding, Caire et al showed that BICM with Cray labeling outperformed 
BICM with set-partitioning labeling [2].
The optimal decoder for BICM systems considers the APP of each bit in a modulated 
symbol, which has to be implemented by iterative joint demodulation and decoding as 
in [3] [56]. As illustrated in Figure 3.2 for the BICM iterative decoding scheme (namely 
BICM-ID), the decoder employs the maximum a posteriori (MAP) algorithm [57] 
[58] to produce the extrinsic APP for codeword bits (i.e., P(cJ; O)) and information 
bits (i.e., P{u\\ O)), and sends an interleaved version of P(cJ; O) to the demodulator as
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Figure 3.2: Block diagram for BICM-ID, from [3]
the APP denoted by P (u |; /) . The demodulator then calculates the extrinsic APP 
P(u|; O) for each bit that takes into account the APP for other bits in the same mod­
ulated symbol, and feeds a deinterleaved copy of P(n|; O) into the decoder denoted by 
P{cl;I). The demodulation and decoding are iteratively conducted by the extrinsic 
APP exchanges between the demodulator and the MAP decoder. The iterative pro­
cessing gain depends on the labeling schemes used in the modulation. For set partition 
labeling and mixed labeling, BICM-ID shows significant performance improvement due 
to the iterative decoding, and finally converges after several iterations [3] [56]. On 
the contrary, for the widely used Gray labeling, BICM-ID shows no performance gain 
after iterative decoding, because of the parallel independent decoding for each bit in 
a modulated symbol [3] [56]. In this chapter, we don’t adopt the iterative decoding 
for BICM-OFDM based SDF relaying. Firstly, the BICM-ID scheme has high com­
putational complexity, and is not applied in practical wireless standards. Instead, the 
non-iterative SOVA decoding algorithm for BICM systems has been widely accepted 
in a large number of practical wireless systems, and extensively investigated in the lit­
erature. Secondly, it is very difficult to analytically evaluate the BER performance of 
BICM-ID systems due to the iterative gain as pointed out in [3].
3.2 System Model
Figure 3.3 shows a block diagram of the BICM-OFDM based SDF relaying communi­
cation, which is consisted of one source (S), one relay (R), and one destination (D). At 
the source, the information-bearing bits are first encoded by the convolutional encoder
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Figure 3.3: Block diagram for three-node BICM-OFDM SDF relaying
with a minimum free distance denoted by dfree, and then output to a bit-interleaver 
7T, whose output is processed by a Gray modulator with minimum Euclidean distance 
Then coded symbols are modulated onto K  orthogonal subcarriers through the 
S/P conversion and IDFT. To enjoy the circulant property and mitigate ISI, a CP is 
appended.
At the destination, after processings such as channel estimation, timing and frequency 
synchronization CP removal, and DFT, the A:-th sub carrier of the received signal 
can be expressed as
+  n f  ) (3.3)
where a  denotes the channel gain, =  [rcg is the transmitted
signal in one OFDM symbol at the source, H  represents the channel coefficient in the 
frequency domain, n stands for the white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance 
No, and the superscript denotes the source-to-destination (SD) link.
Simliar to the SD link, the A:-th subcarrier of the received signal at the relay can 
be expressed as
y f  > =  +  n f  ) (3.4)
^To simplify the analysis, here we assume the perfect timing and frequency synchronization, as well 
as ideal channel estimation.
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where the superscript denotes the source-to-relay (SR) link.
With respect to the channel quality of the SR link, the relay may forward a regenerated 
signal \  • • • , to the destination. Then, the destination may
receive another copy of information denoted by and the k-th sub carrier of
can be expressed as
4 " "  =  +  n f  > (3.5)
where the superscript denotes the relay-to-destination (RD) link.
T he SN R -based  SD F  R elaying
We consider a half-duplex SDF relay that operates in a TDD model. With knowledge of 
and the relay first calculates the block SNR, and chooses the retransmission 
according to the following condition
(3.6)
where r] denotes the block SNR, and P denotes the SNR threshold. If the above 
condition holds, the relay first decodes the received signal y^®^ \ and then regenerates 
a re-encoded block as xW, which is forwarded to the destination in the second TDD 
slot.
When the destination receives a copy of the original information from the relay, it 
combines the received signals (3.3) and (3.5) according to maximum-ratio combining 
(MRC) as follows:
^(d) _  ^(mrc) _  (3 y)
where (-)(*) denotes the conjugate operation, and is the A:-th sub carrier of 
Otherwise, we have
Finally, we choose the SOVA algorithm and bit-level metrics to decode the received 
signal y(^) at the desination.
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3.3 BER Analysis and Optimization of The SNR Thresh­
old
It is quite difficult to obtain a closed-form BER expression for BICM-OFDM based 
SDF relaying in frequency-selective channels. Alternatively, with the assumption of an 
ideal bit-interleaver, our goal here is to derive a closed-form expression of the BER 
upper bound. In state-of-the-art publications, this upper bound approach has been 
widely used for the analysis of coded systems [2] [53] [59] [60], in the absence of an 
exact closed-form BER analysis. Our optimization of the SNR threshold is based on 
this derived upper bound method rather than the exact BER, and the SNR threshold 
achieved here is thus a sub optimal solution. Nevertheless, via simulations, we show that 
the SDF relaying with the suboptimal SNR threshold has almost the same BER per­
formance, in comparison to the SDF relaying with the optimal SNR threshold obtained 
by exhaustive search. Therefore, our proposed suboptimal SNR threshold is a near- 
optimal solution for the SDF relaying with the advanced BICM-OFDM air interface in 
multi-path scenarios.
In Appendix A, we show the derivation of the BER upper bound for SDF relaying with 
SNR threshold P as follows
c/(/5) = Q A p f ) + (i  -  E  Q a )  ( e  (3-8)
where
Di = {1 — exp{—P/\i))  (3.10)
A t A +  i ,  (3.11)
4  X i
and p =  \pi,P2 , - "  ^ P lY  is the channel power delay profile (PDF) for the SR link
with the maximum channel length L, Â/ =  pi)/ (No), denotes the BER for
the SD communication, and denotes the BER for the MRC (3.7) without error
propagation. The analytical form for the instantaneous BER can be found from Sung’s 
work [61], which is a function of the channel response, SNR, the minimum free distance
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dfree for the convolutional code, and the minimum Euclidean distance 5min for the Gray- 
mapped modulator. Then, we employ a Monte Carlo technique to obtain the average 
BER and as it is very difficult to derive P^^^ and in closed-form
due to the problem of the multi-dimensional integral. The main idea is to average over 
the instantaneous BER expression as in [61] via computer simulations with respect to 
a randomly generated channel response according to the adopted channel model.
The derived upper bound U{P) (3.8) is a function of the SNR threshold P To study 
the optimality of this function, we calculate the first-order derivative of U{P) with 
respect to P as
?  = ( i  ( y - p ( - y ) ) )  • (a'"’ -  ( - ^ % ^ )  Q w )
'---------------V---------------'
Ar
(3.12)
where
Q ( / 3 )  =  1  -  E  C |  f  A  -  ( 3 . 1 3 )
=^1 \  XiAi /
Then, we have three cases with respect to conditions of T:
Case 1 (r > 0)
Let {dU{P*))/{dp*) =  0. We obtain the following result:
;8* =  .2 t  ( -  In +  ln<3(/3*)') (3.14)
^min f^ree  ^  ^  ^ ^
It is difficult to derive an analytical solution of P* for the above equation. Alternatively, 
we can find a sufficient condition for equation (3.14) as follows
/3‘ «  « - A —  ( -  In (2 P f“> -  (3.15)
^min f^ree  ^ ^
In (Q()83) <K -  In (3.16)
then (3.15) can be viewed as an approximate solution to (3.14). Figure 3.4 numerically 
compares the term — ln(2P^ ®^  ^ with ln(Q(/3)) by using the familiar exponen­
tial decaying channel model. It is observed that the former is far larger than the latter. 
Therefore, (3.15) is an approximate version of P* for some typical channel models.
^Appendix A shows that the exact BER is also a function of p.
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Since we have P^^'^ due to the diversity gain, we can drop the term p^^^^
in (3.15) and it is
(317)^min'^ free  ^ '
Due to r  > 0, we can easily justify that dU{P)/dp  is negative for P G [0,^0*), and 
positive for P G {P*, oo). In other words, U{P) reaches its local minimum for p = p*.
Case 2 (r < 0)
Following the discussion in Case 1, U{P) reaches its minimum
min([/(/3 =  0), [/(/3 =  oo)) =  min E  A ? !""  +  ( l  -  E  a )  P,
(3.18)
Case 3 (F =  0)
This is the simplest case as we have dU{P)/dp — 0, yp.
3.4 Simulation Results and Discussions
Computer simulations were conducted to evaluate the BER performance of the SNR- 
based SDF approach and the optimality of the proposed SNR-threshold. Simulation 
results were obtained by averaging over 20,000 independent channel realizations. Every 
frame consisted of 64 OFDM blocks. The OFDM system was configured according to 
the IEEE 802.11a standard [32]: K  = 64 subcarriers with the CP length of 16. One 
OFDM block duration (including the CP) was 4.0 ps. A convolutional code with 
code-rate of 1/2 and generators (5,7) in octal was adopted. In each frame, codeword 
bits were interleaved across the whole frame using a random interleaver. The non­
iterative SOVA decoding was adopted in all simulations. The modulation format was 
16-QAM. The SNR Eb/No was defined as the average received signal energy per bit 
to noise ratio. The channel for all finks was modeled as a 3-tap FIR filter according 
to the Rayleigh distribution with PDF of E[\h{l)Y = =  0,1,2,
(mrc)
b
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— ln(Q(P)) for p = 5 dB 
-0— ln(Q(P)) for p = 10 dB 
ln(Q(P)) for p = 15 dB 
-B— ln(Q(P)) for p = 20 dB 
ln(Q(p)) for p =
Eb/No(dB)
Figure 3.4: Comparison between — ln(2P^^^^ — 2p(mrc)j In Q(/)) in equation (3.14)
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which has been extensively used for simulating practical mobile systems (e.g., [62] [63]). 
Using this exponential decaying channel model, F is positive as shown in Appendix B. 
The channel gain for each link was set as follows:
SR link SD link RD link
Case I: = 1 aM ) =  1 Q,(rd) ^  1
Case II: =  4 Q,(sd) ^  1 =  1
Case HI: =  10 _  1 =  1
Cases I denotes the case for the equal large-scale fading coefficients for all three links, 
while Case II and Case III denote the case that the relay is close to the source.^ Perfor­
mance comparison was performed amongst the various approaches: i.e. the single-link 
communication, the SNR-based scheme using the proposed threshold (namely SDF-TH- 
SUBOPT), the SNR-based scheme using the optimal threshold obtained by exhaustive 
search  ^ (namely SDF-TH-OPT).
Figure 3.5 illustrates the BER versus E^/No at the destination for Case I. The proposed 
SDF-TH-SUBOPT shows 3 dB performance gain in comparison to the single link for 
a typical BER of 2 x 10“ '^ , which demonstrates the significance of the distributed 
spatial diversity gain. The SDF-TH-SUBOPT demonstrates almost the same BER 
performance compared with the SDF-TH-OPT, and this indicates the proposed SNR 
threshold is near-optimal.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the BER versus E i /N q at the destination for Case II. The SDF- 
TH-SUBOPT shows very close BER performance to the SDF-TH-OPT. Compared with 
Case I, SDF-TH-SUBOPT demonstrates more performance improvement in comparison 
to the single fink, for the improved channel quality of the SR link.
Figure 3.7 compares the BER performance of the proposed threshold-based scheme at 
the destination for Case II and HI. The SDF-TH-SUBOPT for Case II has almost the
 ^ CF performs better than SDF when the relay is close to the destination [64].
^We first employ the coarse search for the optimal threshold over a large range, followed by a fine
search.
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-0— Single link
LU 10
Eb/No (dB)
Figure 3.5: BER versus Eb/No at the destination for Case I
identical performance as that for Case III. The large scale fading coefficient for the 
SR link has increased from 4 to 10 in Case III, but this gain does not produce 
performance improvement, for the channel quality of the SR link is already sufficient 
in Case II compared to that in the SD link.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have investigated the BER performance for BICM-OFDM based 
three-node SDF relaying, and achieved a closed form expression for the suboptimal 
SNR threshold. We first introduced two conventional coded modulation schemes BICM 
and TCM as potential solutions to provide frequency diversity for OFDM systems in 
frequency-selective channels. BICM is preferred to combine with OFDM for more code 
diversity due to the bit-level interleaver in Rayleigh fading channels. The SOVA de-
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SDF-TH-OPT 
SDF-TH-SUBOPT 
-0—  Single link
E b/N o (dB )
Figure 3.6: BER, versus E^/No at the destination for Case II
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SDF-TH-SUBOPT(Case II) 
-e— SDF-TH-SUBOPT(Case III]
UJ 10
Eb/No (dB)
Figure 3.7: BER performance for the proposed scheme in Case II and III
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coding algorithm and Gray-mapped modulation scheme were adopted in BICM-OFDM 
systems for low complexity and superior performance. We then presented a BER upper 
bound for the BICM-OFDM based SDF relaying with the assumption of an ideal bit in­
terlever, which is a conventional performance evaluation approach in coded systems. A 
suboptimal SNR threshold was derived via the optimization of the achieved BER upper 
bound. Using computer simulations, it was shown that the proposed scheme with the 
suboptimal SNR threshold significantly outperformed the single link, due to the coop­
erative diversity gain created with the carefully selected SNR thresholds. Furthermore, 
the proposed scheme showed very close BER performance in comparison to the optimal 
threshold scheme using exhaustive search, which illustrated the near-optimality of the 
proposed scheme.
Chapter 4
BICM -OFDM  Based Spectrally  
Efficient SDF Relaying for 
Satellite Broadcast Networks
In mobile satellite communications, the performance of the satellite to MT link is often 
degraded by severe mobile channel conditions. In satellite broadcast networks (e.g., Sir- 
ius/XM in USA, S-DMB in Korea, and DVB-SH in Europe [65]), terrestrial repeaters 
have been intensively deployed in urban areas to combat the poor satellite reception. 
Repeaters retransmit amplified signals to MTs at higher power to enhance the satel­
lite delivery of multimedia broadcast services. These terrestrial repeaters are called 
Complementary Ground Component (CGC) in Europe and Auxiliary Transmission 
Component (ATC) in USA, and operate in urban areas. In suburban areas are users 
receive signals directly from the satellite, and have resilience to terrestrial infrastructure 
disruptions caused by natural disasters.
Cooperative transmission and reception is another effective way to improve the link 
performance by the exploitation of cooperative diversity [5] [7]. In this chapter, we 
introduce cooperative relaying between terrestrial users in satellite broadcast systems, 
and employ two MTs to alternatively forward the received information to the destina­
tion MT, using cooperative diversity for use in the rural areas or to improve further
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the performance in urban areas. BICM-OFDM is chosen to be the air interface as in 
the satellite broadcast standard DVB-SH [12]. To achieve high spectral efficiency, relay 
MTs share the same frequency band with the satellite broadcasting, which brings CCI 
and degrades the system BER performance. To tackle the CCI problem and obtain 
the cooperative diversity, we adopt iterative signal techniques, such as the expecta­
tion maximization (EM) channel estimator, the parallel interference cancellation (PIC) 
module, the Bayesian detector, and the MAP decoder, to cancel CCI and recover the 
desired information in an iterative manner.
4.1 System Model
As depicted in Figure 4.1, we consider a satellite broadcast network, which is composed 
of one satellite (S), two half-duplex relay MTs (i.e., R1 and R2), and one destination 
MT (D). All components are equipped with one antenna. The satellite continuously 
broadcasts information on the frequency band jfg. To save the spectral resource, the 
MTs share the frequency band fs  with the satellite. The half-duplex relays operate in 
the TDD manner. The relays employ the CRC-based SDF relaying scheme to dynam­
ically forward the received information, where we assume CRC can perfectly detect 
errors with a powerful error-detecting CRC code [66] [67]. Each transmitted frame is 
equipped with a CRC code. The relaying protocol is similar to the successive relaying 
proposed in [1], except that the satellite is broadcasting information in the last time 
slot. To recover the multiplexing loss, two relays selectively forward the regenerated 
signals in turn. In the odd time slot, R1 transmits signals to R2 and D, while R2 listens 
(except for the 1st time slot when R1 is idle). In the even time slot, R2 broadcasts 
information, while R1 listens to the Satellite and R2. We assume channels remain 
constant during each time slot.
BICM-OFDM air interface is chosen to exploit the frequency diversity. At the trans­
mitter side, the information-bearing bits are encoded by a convolutional encoder, in­
terleaved by a random bit-level interleaver, and modulated by a BPSK modulator. In 
the OFDM modulation unit, these modulated symbols are processed by S/P conversion 
and IDFT, then appended with a CP.
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Figure 4.1: The non-orthogonal SDF relaying architecture in satellite broadcast net­
works
In the odd time slot, after the DFT operation and CP removal, the received signal at 
D and R2 can be respectively expressed as follows:
At D : (4.1)
At R2 : y("^) =  \ / ^ M D  -E (4.2)
where x^ ®^ ) =  • • • , denotes transmitted symbols from S sent over K
subcarriers, represents transmitted symbols from R l, h
is the frequency domain CSI, a  stands for the channel gain, v is the white Gaussian 
noise with zero mean and variance of No, D(a) denotes the diagonal matrix with the 
vector a  in its diagonal, the superscript denotes the S-to-D link in the odd time 
slot, the superscript denotes the Rl-to-D link, the superscript denotes the 
S-to-R2 link, and the superscript denotes the Rl-to-R2 link.
If R2 successfully recovers the signal x(^^\ then R2 retransmits a copy of x^ ®^ ) in the 
next time slot, otherwise R2 keeps silent. Similarly, the signal x(^ )^ will be null sequence
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on the condition that R l cannot decode the codeword correctly in the previous time 
slot.
In the even time slot, after the DFT operation and CP removal, the received signal at 
D and R l may be respectively expressed as follows:
At D : ^  +  V ^ ( ^ D  (4 3)
At R l : y(' i^) =  V 5 ^ D  r M )  +  x / ^ ^ D  ,^(n) 4^ 4)
where x^ ®^ ) =  [xq®^ \ x^®^ \ • • • , represents the transmitted symbols from S, x(^^) =
[xq^ ^\ represents transmitted symbols from R2, the superscript
denotes the S-to-D link in the even time slot, the superscript denotes the R2-to-D 
link, the superscript denotes the S-to-Rl link, and the superscript denotes the 
R2-to-Rl link. The interference signal occurs on condition that R2 successfully 
recovers the received signal x^ ®^ ) in the previous time slot, and is a copy of x^ ®^ ).
In the presence of CCI, our objective is to perform channel estimation for both the 
desired signal and the interference signal, obtain the desired information x^ ®^ ) from y(di) 
and y(d2) two consecutive time slots, and combine them to achieve the cooperative 
diversity.
4.2 Architecture of Iterative Receivers
Figure 4.2 depicts the iterative structure for the estimation of the desired informa­
tion x(®^ ) from received signals y(^^) and y(^^) in the cooperative mode. Based on the 
estimated CSI and prior information from the decoder in the previous iteration, the 
Bayesian detector computes the a posteriori log likelihood ratios (LLR) of trans­
mitted signals x(® \^ x(® \^ and denoted by Z,(x^^^|y^^^), and
T(x^^^|y^^^), which is deinterleaved and fed into the MAP decoder. The decoder em­
ploys the MAP decoding algorithm [58] to calculate the APP of each codeword bit.
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which is delivered to the channel estimator and the Bayesian detector. The interfer­
ence signal is extracted by the PIC detector before CSI calculation. Using the EM 
algorithm, CSI is estimated in a maximum likelihood way. After each iteration, the 
likelihood is increased so that the numerical results can be finally converged.
The perfect CSI case is a benchmark in comparison to the proposed receiver algorithm, 
where the iterative structure is the same as the block digram in Figure 4.2 except for 
the EM channel estimation module.
Figure 4.3 depicts the iterative structure for the estimation of from the received 
signal in the single link mode, as well as the estimation of the desired information 
at the relay with CCI. The Bayesian detector computes a posteriori LLRs of signals 
x(®^ ) and and deinterleaved versions of LLRs are sent to the decoder. Two inde­
pendent MAP decoders compute the APP of two codeword sequences generated by the 
original information x(®^ ) and respectively , and forwards them to CSX estimators 
and the detector. CSI estimators compute CSIs and using the EM algo­
rithm, after cancelling the other signal. The detector, decoder, and channel estimator 
exchange updated information between each other, which improves the performance 
during each iteration round.
4.3 Iterative Processing
In this subsection, we introduce modules shown in Figure 4.2 in more details.
4 .3 .1  In it ia l C h a n n e l E s tim a tio n  w ith  C C I
In EM channel estimation, initial CSI obtained by inserted pilots is of importance to 
desirable converged results. Here, we present an initial channel estimation by the trans­
form domain processing and interference subtraction. We first calculate CSI at pilots 
by the least square (LS) method, then obtain time domain CSI with the knowledge of 
delay profile, and finally calculate frequency domain CSI for all subcarriers .
Without loss of generality, we take the estimation of and in (4.1) as
an example. Since the channel gain for the MT-to-MT link is larger than
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Figure 4.2: Block diagram for iterative processing at the destination MT in the coop­
erative mode
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Figure 4.3: Block diagram for iterative processing at the relay MT 
o;(sd) Satellite-to-MT link, we first estimate by treating the weak sig­
nal as noise at pilot subcarriers.
T he E stim ation  o f
According to the LS principle, the frequency domain CSI at the m-th position
of pilot sequence is calculated as
^ 0,ml =  =  0, 1, ■ ■ ■ M  -  1 (4.5)
where L is the space between two adjacent pilots, and M  is the length of pilot sequence. 
Here we treat as noise.
The time domain CSI for the Rl-to-D link is given as
where is an M  X matrix with elements as follows:
(4.6)
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û ( r l d )  _  r r ( r l d )  r ( r l d )  r ( r l d )  r ( r l d )  i T  o x
“ O,pilot — 1“ 0,0 5 “ 0,L ’ %,2L ’ • • • 5 “ 0,(M -1)l J 
where P  is the channel length, (.)^ denotes the matrix transpose, and (-)^ is the matrix 
Hermitian.
The frequency domain CSI for Rl-to-D link is calculated at all sub carriers as
=  (4.9)
where is an 1C x matrix with its elements as
[Fd.“ ’lM =  fe =  0 . 1 , - - - J )  =  0, 1, . . .  (4.10)
T he E stim ation  o f
After extracting the interfered signal of Rl-to-D link, the frequency domain CSI at 
pilots for S-to-D link can be calculated as
C l = i c i  -  (4,11)
The time domain CSI for S-to-D link is
C '  =  (4.12)
where
[ C ' k ' P  =  m =  0 , l , . . .  , A f - l ,  p =  0 , l , - - - , P < “4 ) _ i  (4.13)
û ( s d i )  _  r r ( s d i )  r ( s d i )  r ( s d i )  r ( s d i )  .t
“o,pilot -  1^ 0,0 5 ^ 0 ,L  ’ "o,2L ’ • • • ’ “ o,(M-1)LJ 
The frequency domain CSI for S-to-D link at all subcarriers is
C '  =  (4,15)
where
[C k .J >  =  e‘ ^ .  t  =  0 , l , . "  , 1 C - 1 ,  p =  0 , 1 , . "  (4.16)
h f  and h[®^  ^ are the initial frequency domain CSI in iterative channel estimation.
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4 .3 .2  D e te c to r
With the knowledge of CSI and the a prior information from the MAP decoder in 
the previous round of iteration, the detector exploits the Bayes’ rule to compute the a 
posteriori LLR for each bit in the modulated symbol, which are fed into the decoder 
as the a priori information.
T he C om pu ta tion  of A Priori In fo rm ation  A(x^^^)
We first introduce the detection process for x(®^\ which is included in y(^^) and 
for the cooperative mode. The detector calculates the a posteriori LLR for at 
the A:-th subcarrier with respect to the transmitted ”+ 1” and ”-1” as
V f ’l y f ’) =  l o g * ^  =  o , i , . . . , / c - i  (4.17)
According to Bayes’ rule [68], (4.17) can be rewritten as
Since y^^^ and y^^^ are independent, (4.18) can be simplified as
v r . ■... Æ l r C
â A ( x f > )
(4.19)
where log ,— — is the a prior LLR for codeword bit x^^^, which is an interleaved 
format of the output from the MAP decoder in the previous iteration round. A(x^^^) 
is deinterleaved and sent to the MAP decoder as the a priori information.
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Considering all possible distributions for BPSK modulated symbols, we have the fol­
lowing results:
log f ( y
(dl), (si) _X 1)
=  log
A y r i 4 '  =  - i )
4 ^ ( y f > =  l , x f  > =  l ) P ( x f  > =  1) +  P ( y f  ) | x f  > =  l . x f  ) =  -l)P (x< '‘> =  -1 )
P(y.k —
(rl) l ) P ( x f  > =  1) +  P ( y f  >|x?” =  - l . x f ’ =  -l)P (x i'i>  =  -1 )
(4.20)
log P(y
(d 2),  ( s i )
X , =  1)
P{y (d2)j Isl) _X
=  log P(y
- 1)
l , x f ) l)P (x f>  =  l) + P (y f> |x f>  =  l , x f )  =  - l ) P ( x f >  =  -1 )
J = (y f’| x f  > =  - l . x f  ) =  l ) P ( x f  ) =  1)4- P ( y f  > |x f  ) =  - l . x f  ) =  - l ) P ( x f  ) =  -1 )
(4.21)
where P (x p ^  =  1), P (x p ^  =  —1), P(x^^^ =  1), and P(x/^^^ =  —1) can be calculated 
from the o prior LLR generated by the MAP decoders in the previous iteration 
round. W ith the assumption of Gaussian distributed noise, we have
f ( y
(dl)i^(sl) ^(rl)X X : ') \ / ^ i
exp
7T(T
y(di) _  y o;(sd)x^ ®^ h^(®di) (/gj _  (k)
(4.22)
P ( y f > |x r \ x f ) )  = exp
TTCr
(4.23)
y^^  ^— V (A;) — \/Â(^^x^i)h(^^^) (A;) \ 2-1
JJ
where and are the frequency domain CSI calculated by EM
channel estimators in the previous iteration round. A(x^^^) is decided by received 
signals y^^^ and y ^ ^ \ the frequency domain CSI, and the a prior information of
other user bits x^^^ and xr(s2)"fc '
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T he C om pu ta tion  of A Priori In fo rm ation
The detector calculates the a posteriori LLR for x^ ^^ ) at the A;-th subcarrier as
P 'A A ’ =  1) , =  1)=  log  r +  log
P ( x f  ) =  -1 )  P ( y H x T ] = ^
âA(xf))
where log ,— — is the a prior LLR for codeword bit xl®
P (y i" " |x i '’' =  1)
(4.24)
A ( x r > ) = i o g P |
P (y f’|x f  ' =  l ,x f  > = l)P(xf ) =  1) +  P (y f  >|xf ) = l ,x f  ) = - l)P (x f  > =  -1 )
P (y f’|x f  ' = -1)
=  log
P ( y f = -1.4"’ = 1)P(4"’ = 1) + P (y rix f’ = - i.x fi = -i)P (xf ) = -1)
(4.25)
The computation of can be found in (4.22). A deinterleaved version
of A(x^^^) is delivered to the MAP decoder, which is calculated by the received signal 
y^^^, the frequency domain CSI, and the a prior information of other user x^^^.
T he C om pu ta tion  of A Priori In fo rm ation  A(x^^^)
The detector calculates the a posteriori LLR for x^ ®^ l at the k-th sub carrier as
P (x f>  =  l)  P ( y f ) | x f )  =  l)
=  log p i  T +  log
P (x f ) = - 1) P (y f  >|xf ’ = -1)
AA(x(=^ ))
(4.26)
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where log ^  is the a prior LLR for codeword bit
=  log P ( y f  ’ =  1 ,4 " ’ = 1)P (4"’ =  1) + P ( y f ’| x f  ’ = 1 .4 " ’ -  = - 1)
P (yr’l4 '’ = -1 .4"’ = 1)P(4"’ = 1) + P (yf’l4"’ = -1.4"’ = -1)P(4"’ = -1)
(4.27)
The computation of x^ ®^ )^ can be found in (4.23). A deinterleaved version
of A(x^^^) is delivered to the MAP decoder, which is calculated by the received signal 
y^^^, the frequency domain CSI, and the a prior information of other user x^^^.
4 .3 .3  M A P  D e c o d e r
By applying the MAP algorithm, the decoder computes the a priori LLR for the 
codeword bit x& as follows
where denotes the subset of all codeword sequences x  that have the value ’+ 1’ on 
Xfc, and Xj^  ^ stands for the subset of all codeword sequences x  that have the value ’-1’ 
on Xfc. L(xfc|y) is fed into the detector and channel estimation modules. It requires 
high computational complexity to calculate the equation (4.28). W ith the exploitation 
of trellis diagram for the convolutional code, we represent equation (4.28) as follows 
[69]
where s and s are the states of the trellis for time A; — 1 and /c, respectively.
By applying Bayes’ rule, we have [69]
P { s \s ,y )  = P {s\y i^k ) P {s\s)P {Y k\s\s) P{yi>k\s) (4.30)
a f c - i ( s ' )  'y fc_i (s ' ,s )  /3fc(s')
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where Z =  0,1,2, • • • , J  — 1, and J  is the length of input sequence in the encoder. We 
then employ the forward recursion to calculate as follows [69]
A&W =  s )a k - i(s )  (4.31)
s'
We employ the backward recursion to calculate P k-i{s)  as follows [69]
(3k-i{s) =  ^7fc(s',s)/?fc(s) (4.32)
S
Assuming the path for the encoded sequence in the trellis structure starts and ends at 
the zero state, we have initial values as [69]
I 1, s =  0
0:0(5) =  s (4.33)
I 0, s ^  0
1, 5  =  0
)9Ar(5) =  (4.34)
0, 5 7^  0
With the information of the a priori information P{pk) and the transition probability 
P{yk\s ,s), the branch transition probability 7^(5', s) can be calculated as follows [69]
'Jkis^s) = P{iik)P{yk\s ,s) (4.35)
4 .3 .4  E M  C h a n n e l E s tim a tio n
At the {g +  l)-th iteration round, we first perform PIC as follows:
y(sdl) _  y(dl) _  y o;(rld)j7 j  (4.36)
y(rid) ^  y(di) _  y T w n  ( x g ) )  (4.37)
y(»d2) _  y(d2) _  (x ‘' “ )) h f  ■*) (4.38)
y(t2d) ^  y(d2) _  ^^(=2)^ (4.39)
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where x^+i, Xg+i) and x^^^ denote decoded codewords from the MAP decoder 
in the {q +  l)-th  iteration round, and denote the estimated
frequency domain CSI in the previous g-th iteration round. After the above interfer­
ence cancellations, the channel estimation problem with CCI can be transferred to the 
conventional single-link channel estimation.
The E stim ation  of
The ML channel estimation is an optimal approach, but it suffers high computational 
complexity. Instead, the EM algorithm can be utilized to find an optimal estimation 
through numerical iterations for the ML estimation problem. We first give the estima­
tion of in the signal (see (4.36) and (4.40) ) as an example
y ( s d i )  _  - t -  ( 4 . 4 0 )
In the (g-f-l)-th iteration, the E-step for EM channel estimation derives an expectation 
of the likelihood function (as in [70])
Q(h(®' i^)|h(®' i^)) =  E{logP(y(®‘^ i),x(®i)|h(®^i))|y(®^i),h(®^i)}
=  - ] ^ E [ | |y W  -  \/^D(x(®i))F^)h(®'^i)||^|y(®'^i),hMi)]
=  ^ ( y W i ) ) H g  |^ D (x (® i)) |y (® ^ i),h (® d i)]  p ^ h M i ) ^
^ ( s d ) ( p ( s d ) j ^ ( s d l ) ) H g  [ ( j 3 ( x ( s l ) ) ) H D ( x ( s l ) ) | y ( s d l ) ,  h ( s d l ) j  p W ) ^ ( s d l ) j
(4.41)
+
where ||.|| denotes the Euclidean distance, and h denotes the time domain C S I. Notice 
that we perform the expectation operation on the transmitted codeword sequence x^ ®^ ), 
which can be computed by the output from the MAP decoder. For PSK modulated 
symbols, we have
E[(D(x("')))^D(x<=*))|y(=’*‘), =  /  (4.42)
where I  is an unitary matrix.
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In the following M-step, our goal is to find that maximizes the likelihood function 
defined in the E-step as follows (as in [70])
=  argmaXhWi)Q(h(®^ )^
=  argminh(sdi) ( (^y(® i^))**E [D(x(®^))|y(®'^i),hMi)j pM)^^(sdi)j
+  a(='^)||Fg;^)h(®^i)||A (4.43)
We carry out the first-order derivative of Q(h(®^^)|hg^^^^) with respect to as
H
=  - \/a M )(y M i))H g  l'D(x(® )^)|y(®'^ )^,h(®(^ )^l A(h(®'^^))
Let — - =  0, we obtain the following resultShea'll)
(4.44)
(4.45)
Similarly, we obtain the EM estimation for h(®^^ ), and in the (g -|- l)-th
iteration as
h iï? ’ = -----l = ( F f c “ >)“ D  y('“ > (4.46)
(4.47)
4 : i ’ =  ] ^ 7 ^ ( F r ) ' ' D  ( s ^ ’)  y ‘"4) (4.48)
where Xg  ^ =  E[x^^^ |^y(^^),y((^^), Xg  ^ =  E[x^'^^|y('^^),h^'^'^)], Xg  ^ =
E[xg®^ |^y^^ )^, hg^ ^^ ]^ are expectations of transmitted symbols. For BPSK symbols, their 
value at the k-th subcarrier can be calculated by the APP from the MAP decoder as 
follows [70]
B4 ")|y (-),y (^ '),hM :),h('^d)] 
=  P (x< ÿ  =  l|y(^ '),y(4»),h(»4i),hM ) _  F (x W  =  _ l |y H ) ,y W ^ ) ,h W ),h M )
(4.49)
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Table 4.1: PDF for MAESTRO profile 1
Tap Index Delay (ns) Power (dB) Rician factor 
(dB)
1 0 -91.9 10
2 195.3 -106.3 -1000
3 260.4 -110.1 -1000
4 846.3 -112.5 -1000
5 1171.9 -110.2 -1000
6 1953.1 -112.5 -1000
7 2734.3 -112.5 -1000
4 ' “ ’) -  -P(x<7 = - l |y < " ) ,h f  0)) (4.50) 
E[x%)|yC )^,h(=" )^] =  P(xg> = l|y(4^),hW ) _  P (xg) =  -l|y (^ 2 ),h f  ^ )) (4.51)
4.4 Simulation Results and Discussions
We performed simulations to show the performance of the proposed relaying scheme in 
comparison to the single link and the relaying scheme with perfect CSI. One OFDM 
symbol consisted of 512 orthogonal subcarriers with 32 uniformly distributed pilot 
sub carriers and a CP length of 32. The OFDM sampling rate was 6.528 MHz. A half­
rate convolutional code with a generator [5,7] in octal was employed. The modulation 
scheme used was BPSK. The satellite-to-MT channel was a frequency-selective Rician 
fading channel chosen from profile 1 (Outdoor rural) from the EU MAESTRO project 
[71]. The MT-to-MT channel was modelled as a typical 5-path Rayleigh fading channel 
with the PDP given as E[\h{l)\'^] = e“ /^®/(X)f=o / =  0, ••• ,4 [62] [63]. The
channel gain for the satellite-to-MT channel (denoted by cr^ )^) was fixed to be 1, and the 
channel gain for the MT-to-MT channel (denoted by had three cases: =  1
(Case I), =  4 (Case II), and =  10 (Case HI). Case II and III denote that
the MT-to-MT channel is stronger than the satellite-to-MT channel, where Case I 
denotes equal average channel gain for both links. The E]y/No is the average received
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Figure 4.4: BER at the destination MT for Case I
signal energy per bit to noise density ratio. Figure 4.4-4.6 show the BER performance 
of the single link in the 4th iteration (Single-IT4), the proposed relaying scheme from 
the initial BER to the 4th iteration (EM-ITO, EM-ITl, . . . ,  EM-IT4), and the relaying 
scheme with perfect CSI in the 4th iteration (CSI-IT4).
Figure 4.4 illustrates the BER versus E \JN q at the destination MT for Case I. The 
initial BER curve (i.e., EM-ITO) is the performance of the proposed relaying scheme 
with the initial CSI. After 4 iterations, the BER curve of the proposed iterative relaying 
scheme converges, and shows large performance improvement in comparison to the 
initial BER curve. The EM-IT4 demonstrates 1.5 dB performance gain compared with 
the Single-IT4 at the BER of 4 x 10“ '^ . The performance of EM-IT4 is close to the 
perfect CSI relaying scheme (i.e., CSI-IT4) with a less than 0.5 dB performance loss.
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Figure 4.5: BER at the destination MT for Case II
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Figure 4.5 illustrates the BER versus E\,/No at the destination MT for Case II. After 
three iterations, the BER curve for the proposed relaying scheme converges, which is 
faster than in Case I due to the improvement of the MT-to-MT link. The EM-IT4 
provides 2.8 dB performance gain at the BER of 4 x 10“ '^  in comparison to the Single- 
IT4, which shows the significance of cooperative diversity in the proposed scheme. In 
comparison to Case I, this obvious cooperative diversity is due to the channel quality 
improvement of the MT-to-MT link. The initial BER EM-ITO in Case II provides 3 dB 
performance gain at the BER of 10“  ^ in comparison to the EM-ITO in Case I. This is 
partially because the signal from satellite suffers less performance degradation on the 
initial channel estimation with the interference signal from the relay MT, due to the 
increase of For the same reason, the performance gap between the EM-IT4 and
the CSI-IT4 can be ignored especially in the low and middle E\,/No range.
Figure 4.6 illustrates the BER versus E\y/No at the destination MT for Case III. The 
converged BER curve EM-IT4 and CSI-IT4 have almost the same BER performance 
with those in Case II. This means increasing the channel gain from 4 to 10 does
not give obvious performance gain for the converged BER result. However, the initial 
BER EM-ITO in Case III shows 1 dB performance improvement at the BER of 10“  ^
compared with the EM-ITO in Case II.
4.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have presented a BICM-OFDM based relaying scheme for satel­
lite broadcast networks, where two SDF relays shared the same frequency band with 
the satellite. PIC, EM channel estimation, and detection techniques were iteratively 
employed to recover the desired signal in the presence of CCI. Our proposed relaying 
scheme showed obvious performance gain in comparison to the single link, demonstrat­
ing the advantage of this spectrally efficient cooperative relaying scheme in satellite 
broadcast networks. In addition, the proposed relaying scheme showed fast conver­
gence, and produced a performance close to the relaying scheme with perfect CSI.
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Chapter 5
Cooperative D iversity Gain of 
Uncoded OFDM -Based AF  
Relaying w ith Residual CFO
In various cooperative relaying protocols, the AF relaying is attractive for its simple 
signal operations and the low latency at the relay. The relay retransmits the amplified 
signal under its power limitation, without decoding or quantization, and offer potential 
distributed spatial diversity gain [7]. In order to support high-data-rate services as 
requested by the emerging wireless wideband communication systems [50], AF relaying 
needs to be investigated with respect to an advanced air interface, such as OFDM. In 
recent years, much effort has been expended on research into OFDM-based AF relaying, 
including performance analysis, resource allocation, signal processing techniques, etc.
One of the problems encountered with OFDM is its sensitivity to CFO caused by os­
cillator mismatch and Doppler frequency shift. In practical OFDM systems, even after 
coarse and then fine frequency synchronization, the difference between the estimated 
frequency and the actual carrier frequency (i.e., the residual CFO) cannot be zero. The 
residual CFO destroys the orthogonality between subcarriers in OFDM symbols, and 
introduces ICI that may significantly degrade the BER performance. For AF relaying, 
the combined signal at the destination suffers from ICI in SR, SD, and RD links, and is
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more vulnerable to residual CFO than in the single link system. One advantage of AF 
relaying is its potential cooperative diversity gain. With the performance degradation 
caused by ICI, a question is Can OFDM-based AF relaying still outperform a single 
link system in the presence of residual CFO ?
In this chapter, we investigate the BER performance of OFDM-based AF relaying 
with residual CFO in frequency-selective channels. The residual CFO is assumed to 
be Gaussian distributed as representative of many practical scenarios. Characteristic 
function (CHF) and Beaulieu series are exploited to derive a conditional BER expression 
which depends on the CFO and channel values. Since it is very difficult to obtain 
a closed-form unconditional BER expression for OFDM-based AF relaying, we then 
employ numerical Monte-Carlo techniques to average the conditional BER expression 
over CSI and CFO distributions. This semi-analytical BER model demonstrates high 
accuracy compared with simulation results for various residual CFO variances. For 
residual CFO with a small variance 0.001, the AF relaying significantly outperforms 
the single link, which demonstrates cooperative diversity gain. On the contrary, we 
show that the AF relaying has almost the same performance compared with the single 
link when the variance of residual CFO reaches 0.04, which indicates a complete loss 
of cooperative diversity gain. As a consequence, in OFDM-based AF relaying, it is 
important to design accurate frequency synchronization and retain a small variance of 
the residual CFO (i.e., CFO MSE) to achieve the cooperative diversity gain.
5.1 ICI Induced by CFO
To avoid the interference between subcarriers, subcarriers in an OFDM symbol are 
generated to be orthogonal between each other, which can be achieved via a careful 
selection of carrier frequencies. Consequently, nearby sub carriers in an OFDM symbol 
can be overlapped in the frequency domain, which is a spectrally efficient scheme. In an 
OFDM symbol, after the IDFT operation, the modulated data on the m-th subcarrier 
is
æt =  ^  y ]  0 < t < T  (5.1)
z=o
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where K  is the number of subcarriers for an OFDM symbol, Xi denotes the data on the 
I -th subcarrier, fi is the carrier frequency for the I -th subcarrier, and 1/T  corresponds 
to the subcarrier spacing.
The cross correlation between two individual sinusoids is calculated as
= ^  r  =  '^m(:yn)*sm(7rA/r) (5 2)
-t J o
where A /  — fm — fn  is the carrier frequency difference between two subcarriers.
Two sub carriers are orthogonal with the following condition
/ I /  ==f,/T (5.3)
where p is a non-zero integer.
However, there are many factors that cause CFO and may further destroy the ideal 
orthogonality between subcarriers, such as frequency mismatches between the trans­
mitter and receiver’s oscillators, and Doppler frequency shifts due to mobility. The 
CFO, after normalization to the subcarrier spacing, consists of an integer component 
(multiple of 1/T) and a fractional component (from — 1/2T to 1/2T). The integer CFO 
does not cause ICI, as the frequency shifts are multiples of sub carrier spacing and the 
frequency differences between subcarriers still satisfies equation (5.3). However a shift 
of sub carrier index is introduced and thus a frequency ambiguity [36] [37]. Due to 
the fractional CFO, the frequency difference between sub carriers no longer holds as in 
(5.3), which results in the loss of the orthogonality between subcarriers and thus ICI
[36] [38] .
The frequency synchronization for OFDM can be divided into two stages: coarse fre­
quency synchronization (acquisition) and fine frequency synchronization (tracking). 
Several publications have investigated the coarse frequency synchronization problem
[37] [72] [73] [74], and aim to estimate the integer CFO and make the remaining CFO 
less than 1/2T. In the following fine frequency synchronization, the estimator endeavors 
to calculate the fractional CFO. Compared with the coarse frequency synchronization, 
the fine frequency synchronization needs to perform a large amount of high-complexity 
computations (e.g., subcarrier correlations), and requires more energy consumption.
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The fine frequency synchronization algorithms can be classified into the data-aided es­
timation and the blind estimation. The former provides a relatively fast, accurate and 
low-complexity frequency estimation at the cost of spectral efficiency by using designed 
pilot sequences [75] [76]. The latter utilizes the OFDM signal structure to estimate 
the CFO, such as the CP based CFO estimator [38], the null subcarrier based CFO 
estimator [77] [78] [79], and the cyclostationarity based estimator [80] [81], etc. The 
blind fine frequency synchronization usually needs a large number of OFDM symbols 
to calculate CFO with a long latency as well as a considerable computational complex­
ity. Even after the fine frequency synchronization, CFO cannot be fully compensated, 
which leads to a residual CFO. After the conventional linear unbiased fine synchro­
nization estimation, residual CFO is caused by AWGN noise, so the residual CFO can 
be modelled as a Gaussian distributed random variable [36]. The residual GFO causes 
phase rotation and amplitude attenuation on each subcarrier, which introduce ICI due 
to the loss of orthogonality between sub carriers.
State-of-the-art approaches for analysing ICI on the BER performance of OFDM sys­
tems can be classified into two main categories, i.e., Gaussian noise approach and exact 
BER analysis approach. For the former. Moose [36] first presented a mathematical 
expression for ICI caused by CFO, and roughly modelled ICI as a Gaussian noise pro­
viding an upper bound for the average power of IGI. Follet et al. [82] evaluated the 
SNR reduction caused by GFO and the phase noise for OFDM systems, and revealed 
that OFDM systems are much more sensitive to these effects than the single carrier 
transmission via both mathematical analysis and computer simulations. Russell et al. 
[83] regarded ICI as a Gaussian noise for both uncoded and coded OFDM systems in 
a channel-varying environment, and analytically obtained a BER error floor caused by 
ICI. Although it is mathematically simple to treat ICI as a Gaussian random process 
as in the above publications, Keller et al. [84] pointed out this assumption leads to 
a significant performance mismatch in comparison to simulation results, especially in 
high SNR scenarios.
The second approach for analyzing ICI is based on CHF and Beaulieu series with 
improved accuracy and increased complexity [85] [86], which has been proposed by 
Sathanthan et al. for the ICI analysis in an AWGN channel [87]. The major idea
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of this approach is to express the error probability as an infinite Beaulieu series, and 
calculate the average of error probability by using CHF with respect to the distribu­
tion of transmitted symbols, where transmitted symbols are assumed to be indepen­
dent and identically distributed for uncoded OFDM. Zhou et al. [88] further extended 
Sathanthan’s work to higher-order modulation schemes with the exploitation of signal 
space decomposition. Zhou et al. [88] also derived closed-form BER and SER ex­
pressions for OFDM systems with CFO in frequency-selective channels, which utilized 
the cross correlation between channel frequency responses on sub carriers to reduce the 
integral dimensions [89]. Dharmawansa et al. [90] [91] exploited Euler’s formula to 
present a product of cosines as a sum of cosines for the simplification of the real part of 
CHF, and obtained an exact BER expression for OFDM systems with CFO in AWGN 
and frequency-flat Rayleigh fading channels. To reduce the computational complex­
ity that grows exponentially with respect to the number of sub carriers, Dharmawansa 
et al. only took into account a small number of adjacent subcarriers for ICI. Weer- 
addana et al. [92] further derived a BER model for OFDM systems with a random 
residual CFO that was uniformly distributed, where the channel is frequency-flat or 
frequency-selective.
All of these reviewed publications focus on the single link OFDM communication im­
paired by CFO. To the best of our knowledge, there is no literature that has investigated 
the cooperative diversity gain of OFDM-based relaying communications impaired by 
residual CFO. In order to provide an accurate performance evaluation, we choose the 
second ICI analysis approach, and employ CHF and Beaulieu series to investigate ICI 
for the uncoded OFDM-based AF relaying.
5.2 System Model
As shown in Figure 5.1, we consider the uncoded OFDM-based AF relaying communi­
cations, which is composed of one source (S), one relay (R) and one destination (D). At 
the source, information bearing bits are modulated as BPSK symbols, and fed into the 
OFDM modulator, then transmitted OFDM blocks are sent to the SD and SR channels 
in which they experience CFO.
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Figure 5.1: Block diagram for OFDM-based AF relaying
At the destination, the receiver performs a series of signal processing functions such 
as channel estimation, timing and frequency synchronization, CP removal, and then 
the DFT. After the frequency synchronization, the residual CFO still exists. Here we 
assume the residual CFO e is Gaussian distributed with zero mean and a variance of 
p  ( i.e., the frequency estimation mean square error ). The received signal at the /j-th 
sub carrier for the SD link can be written as in [36]
(5.4)
where
K
1=1,l^k
(5.5)
sin(7r(/ - k  + gM))gj7r(i-i/A)(z-/c+EM)) 
JCsin(7r(  ^— k A  6 ^ )) /% ) (5.6)
H  denotes the frequency-domain CSI, E  is the channel gain, e is the residual CFO 
normalized by the carrier frequency, V  denotes the white Gaussian noise with zero 
mean and variance of Æo, D stands for the ICI, and the superscript denotes the SD 
link.
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Similarly to the SD link, the frequency-domain received signal at the relay can be 
expressed as
1 <  A ^  A: (5.7)
where
K
=  ^  (5.8)
1=1,l^k
The superscript denotes the SR link.
The half-duplex relay operates in the TDD mode. In the next time slot, the relay 
forwards an amplified version of the received signal, and the k-th subcarrier of the 
retransmitted OFDM symbol is
(5.10)
where Gk denotes the power scaling factor at the relay. With CSI for the SR link at 
the relay, we employ the IPS-AF relaying [17] to calculate Gk as follows:
V A  No A  7^ "")
where I  denotes the power of ICI. We regard ICI as AWGN noise for the calculation of
Gk, which is an approximation but does not affect the BER performance. The power
of ICI is approximated as in [36]
7^ "') «  0.59478in^ (7r6(=")) (5.12)
Since the relay does not know the exact value of residual CFO we replace
_(sr)
with its mean 7 . The average of 7 can be expressed as
_(sr) fO.6 , ,
I  =
7 - 0 . 5
pO.5 e x n f - ^ ^ )
=  /  0.5947sin (^7r£^ '^ )^) /rr— — (5.13)
7 - 0 . 5
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where is the probability density function (pdf) of The above integration
needs to be calculated numerically as the closed-form expression cannot be obtained.
The destination receives a copy of the original information from the relay as
}Xrd) ^  -)- (5.14)
By substituting (5.10) and (5.7) into the above expression, can be rewritten as
-f \Z^(rd)^(sr)j;^M^(rd)
_P 4-
1 < A; ^  AT (5.15)
where
K
^  (5.16)
1=1,l^k
^   ^  ^ Arsin(7T(/-A; +  6W))/A:) ^
According to the MRC combining principle in the presence of unknown residual CFO, 
the destination performs the combination of signals from SD and RD links as
_ ^ (d )  +  ^ d )
where (•)* denotes the conjugate, represents the noise-free received signal, and 
denotes the equivalent noise.
5.3 BER Performance for OFDM -Based AF Relaying 
with Residual CFO
Without loss of generality, we consider the first subcarrier for analysis with the trans­
mitted BPSK symbol =  1. The ICI term for the RD link in (5.16) can be rewritten
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as
K
r)^(rd) _  ^
1=2
K
=  -  l)Gf (0)
Z=2
K    K
1=2 q=l^ qzjLl
+ Y  (/ -
1=2
K
-  (5.19)
1=2
After the MRC combining at the destination, the noise-free received signal is
^ ( d )  ^  ^ ( s d )  | ^ ( s d )  |2 ^ ( s d )  ^  ^ ( s d )  [ i j N ) j * j ^ ( s d )
4- ^(rd) jg(sr)(^2| j^(rd)^M|2^(rd)
4- xZ Ë H G i [Tff
+  ^(rd)^(sr)(^2|j;^(rd)|2[j^(sr)j,^(rd)^Q^^(8r) (5.20)
where |.| denotes the absolute value.
The equivalent noise at the destination is
K
1=2
4- 1^ (0)F (^"") (5.21)
is white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance of 2cr .^ The value of 2cr^  can 
be expressed as
4- (E(''^))^EW |Gi 1^ | 7 f 1^ Y  -  1)G,|^
1=2
+  |£;(rd)|2^(sr)|^l|4|^(rd)|4|^(sr)|2|^(rd)(o)|2 (5.22)
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5 .3 .1  C o n d it io n a l B E R
Result 1: The conditional BER can be written as
_  1 2 ^  exp{-m ?w ^/2 )Q{(f){mwo/a)}
2 7T ^  m  ( ^mex
where % =  {1,3, • • • , A} is a sequence of odd integers , wq =  2tt/T , T denotes the 
sampling rate factor, } is the imaginary part of a complex value, and (/){mwo/a) 
stands for the CHF of zi.
Proof: For BPSK modulated symbol =  1, the conditional BER can be calculated 
as in [62]
e x p ( - f c ^ )
'0
= i - Q ,
■dx
a
=  (5.24)
where is the real part of Z ^ \  Q{x) can be expressed in the form of Beaulieu
series as [86]
Q {.) =  i ^  E  ^  (5.25)
mex
As in [87], sin(mu;o9?{^i^^}/o-) can be replaced by its average value as follows:
sin(miuo3%{zj'^^}/cr) =  _  Q (^j)(^rnwo/ a))} (5.26)
Neglecting the approximation error e{x,wo), we obtain equation (5.23).
5 .3 .2  T h e  C a lcu la tio n  o f  ^{(f){mwo/(T)}
In the expression for conditional BER (see equation (5.23)), we need to calculate 
Q{4>{mwo/ a )}, which is the imaginary part of CHF of z [ ^ \  We rewrite z[^^ in (5.20) 
as
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z O )  ^  |^(8d) | 2 ^ ( 8 d ) j ^ ( r d ) ^ W | 2 ^ ( r d ) W
K
+  ^ ( B d ) ^  w _  1)
1=2
K
+  Y -  1)
1=2
r  K
+  V Ë W G i -  1 ) G ( W (0)
-1=2
K  K  -,
+ J 2 H A A '^ H l- l)G iV iB < P )  E  (5.27)
1=2 q=l,q:^ l
The CHF of is the mean value on all possible realizations of the transmitted OFDM 
block X(^). All elements of the transmitted sequence are independent of each other for 
the uncoded case, and have the same probability density function for BPSK modulated 
symbols as follows
M fo.5 =  l 
P ( x f )  =  ] % (5.28)
[o.5 X P  = -1
According to the definition of CHF in [62], the imaginary part for the CHF of Z , can
be calculated as
K
cos(- <79{d'(mwo/rr))} =  f f  o s ( ^ K { g ( " ' ' ) [ F f ^ ( Z  -  !)})•
1=2
K
1=2
K
J J  cos(— V Ë W G i -  l)Gf\/ËWAr(=")^W(0)}).
1=2  '  ^
K  K
n  n  c o s (^ 3 ^ { E M  V Ë W G i W ) _  l)G iV Ë W R W ^ W (g _  2)}).
Z=2 q=l,qÿ^ l
sin(EM|R("'^YV'(''^)(0) +  (0)V'("') (0)) (5.29)
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5.3.3 U nconditional B E R  and Its Sem i-analytical A nalysis
We average the conditional BER over the distribution of , 7 7 ,  77
to obtain the unconditional BER as follows:
. . . . rO.5 rO.5 rO.5 p o o  p o o  p o o
p , ( # >  = -i|v<=) =  1) =  /  /  /  /  /  /
J—0.5 —0.5 —0.5 */—oo J—oo J—oo
7^(X(") =  =  1, g M , gW , g M , 77(=(^ ), 77W , 77("^))
/(6M )y(6M )y(6M )/(RM )/(77(='))/(77M ) 
d6Md6MdE("' )^d77("'^ )d77Md77("'^ ) (5.30)
where /(sM ), / ( s ^ ) ,  /(^M ), /(R(=' )^), /(77(=")), and 7(77^)) denote pdfs for
gM)^g(sr)  ^ ,77(®d),77(sr)^  ff{rd)^ respectively. Putting Q{(f){mwo/ a))} in (5.29) 
into (5.23) , we obtain the conditional BER expression that can be used for numerical 
integration in (5.30). It is not feasible to obtain a closed-form expression for the above 
multi-dimensional integral. Instead, we employ the often used Monte-Carlo based nu­
merical integration method [93] to semi-analytically obtain the unconditional BER. 
The basic idea is to generate CSIs and residual CFOs according to their distribution 
functions, as well as the random uncoded BPSK sequence, and thus obtain the un­
conditional BER by aggregating the conditional BER in (5.23) over a large number of 
repeated computer simulations.
5.4 Simulation Results and Discussions
Computer simulations were conducted to demonstrate the performance of OFDM-based 
AF relaying with residual CFO as well as its semi-analytical BER model. Simulation 
results were obtained used over 50000 independent channel realizations. The SR, SD, 
and RD links were modelled as a 5-path frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel 
with the PDF E[\h{l)\'^] = =  O,--- ,4 . Each OFDM block was
composed of 7f =  64 sub carriers with a CP length of 16. The modulation scheme used 
was BPSK. E^ ^^  ^ and E^^^  ^ were chosen to be 1, where SR, SD, and RD links
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had the same channel gain. The residual CFOs 6^ ®^) and were all assumed 
as Gaussian distributed with zero mean and a variance of p. For parameters of the 
Beaulieu series, the sampling rate T  was chosen to be 10000 for accuracy, and the 
truncated parameter % was 1.5 T. E\,/No is the average received signal energy per bit 
to noise density ratio.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the BER performance for the single link and the OFDM-based 
AF relaying with CFO variance p  of 0.001, 0.01, 0.04, as well as the ideal case without 
residual CFO. We observe that the semi-analytical BER model for the AF relaying (i.e., 
AF-analy) matches simulation results (i.e., AF-simu ) very well for different residual 
CFOs. This indicates the accuracy of the proposed CHF-based BER analysis for the 
OFDM-based AF relaying with residual CFO. For a residual CFO with a small variance 
0.001, the single link and OFDM-based AF relaying both have the same BER perfor­
mance as the ideal case without residual CFO (i.e., Single-NoCFO and AF-NoCFO) in 
the low and middle E\y/No range (i.e., E\,/No < 30 dB), but suffer from an error floor in 
the high Ei,/No range (i.e., Ei>/No > 35 dB), because ICI dominates the AWGN noise 
known as the interference-limited scenario in the high E i,/N q range. For residual CFOs 
with large variance of 0.01 and 0.04, the single link and OFDM-based AF relaying have 
significant performance degradation in comparison to the ideal case without residual 
CFO.
We then compare the BER performance of the OFDM-based AF relaying with the 
single link (i.e., Single-simu) to study the cooperative diversity. When the variance 
of residual CFO is 0.001, the OFDM-AF relaying shows 13 dB performance gain in 
comparison to the single link for a typical BER of 2 x 10“ '^ , which indicates the OFDM- 
AF relaying can provide significant cooperative diversity gain as long as the residual 
CFO is small. When the variance of the residual CFO increases to 0.01, the OFDM- 
AF relaying offers up to 8 dB performance improvement compared with the single link, 
illustrating that the OFDM-AF relaying offers less cooperative diversity gain with a 
larger residual CFO. For a large residual CFO variance 0.04, the OFDM-AF relaying 
shows the identical BER performance as the single link, and the use of AF relaying is 
pointless due to the performance degradation caused by given a large residual CFO. 
These results indicate that the cooperative diversity gain for the AF relaying is severely
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Figure 5.2: BER for OFDM systems with CFO variance p — 0.001, 0.01 0.04, and No 
CFO
affected by large residual CFOs.
5.5 Summary
In this chapter, we first introduced ICI caused by CFO that is a key problem in OFDM- 
based transmissions, which motivated us to investigate the cooperative diversity gain for 
the OFDM-based AF relaying with Gaussian-distributed residual CFO. We proposed a 
semi-analytical approach that employed CHF function and Beaulieu series to derive a 
conditional BER model for the uncoded OFDM-based AF relaying, where the channels 
were frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channels. We then numerically obtained the 
average BER over channel and CFO distributions by using Monte-Carlo techniques. In
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computer simulations, the proposed BER model showed high accuracy in comparison 
to simulation results. We showed that the cooperative diversity for OFDM-based AF 
relaying is greatly impaired by large residual CFOs, and is lost when the variance of 
residual CFO reaches a large value such as 0.04.
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Chapter 6
B it and Power Loading for 
Two-Way AF Relaying
Shannon first proposed the idea of two-way channel in 1960s [94]. In recent years, much 
efforts have been paid on the relaying communications. The combination of two-way 
channel with relaying communications produces two-way relay channel. In comparison 
to the traditional one-way relay channel, two-way relay channel demonstrates improved 
spectral efficiency [8], because the two-way relay can simultaneously receive or broadcast 
information from/to two sources in the same frequency band. In emerging wireless 
communications, high-data rate requirements motivate us to combine two-way relaying 
communications with an advanced air interface such as OFDM in frequency-selective 
channels. Among various research areas, BPL is one promising research issue in OFDM- 
based two-way relaying communications, for its potential in improving power efficiency.
BPL has been investigated for OFDM-based single link communications and OFDM- 
based relaying communications in the literature. The key idea of BPL is to assign a 
modulation scheme and transmitted power on each subcarrier in an OFDM symbol 
according to instantaneous CSIs. Subcarriers with strong CSIs transmit more infor­
mation bits with higher order modulation schemes, while subcarriers in deep fading 
transmits less information bits or even no bits. With the presence of CSIs, transmit 
power on each subcarrier can also be dynamically changed to achieve an optimal power 
allocation in one OFDM symbol. Adaptive modulation and power allocation make BPL
77
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Figure 6.1: Two-way relaying
to bring improved power efficiency and spectral efficiency. For OFDM-based single link 
communications, Wong et al. adopted a greedy algorithm to allocate bit and power 
for different subcarriers with the target information bits per OFDM symbol and the 
target link performance [95]. For OFDM-based relaying communications. Ma et al. 
first derived the minimum transmit power on each sub carrier for SDF and AF relaying, 
then presented the iterative BPL algorithm [43].
In this chapter, we extend the research of BPL to OFDM-based two-way relaying 
communications. The half-duplex relay employs the AF relaying protocol for retrans­
missions. Firstly, we adopt two schemes to allocate power between sources and the 
relay on each subcarrier, namely the flexible power ratio allocation and the fixed power 
ratio allocation. The former approach can be applied in cases that sources and the 
relay don’t have their own local power constraints. On the contrary, in some cases, 
nodes in relaying communications have local power constraints, then we utilize the 
latter approach. Secondly, we implement BPL by the greedy algorithm in an iterative 
way. We show from simulations that BPL significantly improves the power efficiency 
and SER performance in comparison to nonadaptive transmissions.
6.1 System Model
As depicted in Figure 6.1, our considered two-way AF relaying system is composed of 
two sources SI and S2, and one relay R. The half-duplex relay R operates in the TDD
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mode. OFDM air interface is adopted for high data-rate transmissions and tackling 
the frequency-selective fading. In the first time slot, both SI and S2 concurrently 
send information to R. Prior to transmissions, at two sources, information bits are 
processed by the BPL module and mapped onto subcarriers with instantaneous CSIs 
for all links. We perform some operations such as IDFT processings, CP insertion to 
produce transmitted OFDM signals, which are sent to the Sl-to-R channel and the 
S2-to-R channel for experiencing frequency-selective fadings.
At the two-way relay, we perform some signal processings such as CP removal and DFT 
operations, and we assume two sources SI and 82 are synchronized. In the frequency 
domain, the signal on the 7-th sub carrier of the received OFDM symbol at R can be 
expressed as
y y  + l ^ k ^ K  (6.1)
where H  is the frequency domain CSI for the Sl-to-R link, G denotes the frequency 
domain CSI for the S2-to-R link, stands for the transmitted signal from SI, 
is the transmitted signal from S2, V  denotes the white Gaussian noise with zero mean 
and variance of No, and K  is the number of sub carriers in one OFDM symbol.
At the relay, we choose the IPS AF relaying scheme [17] with the availability of CSIs, 
and the amplifying factor ak is calculated as
= \
p , (r)
IHfcPPf+ lGfc|2pf+
(6 .2)
where denotes the transmitted power at relay, P^ ®) is the transmitted power at 
both SI and S2. Here we allocate the same power to SI and S2 for simplification of 
the power optimization problem. This assumed power constraint can be eased, but the 
power optimization problem will suffer dramatically increasing complexity, and can not 
be solved in closed-form expressions with more degrees of freedom.
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In the second time slot, the relay amplifies the received signal with the amplifying 
factor ak, and broadcasts the amplified signal to SI and S2. We assume that CSIs keep 
invariant in two consecutive time slots, as well as channel reciprocity.
Since SI and S2 know their own transmitted signals as well as CSI for all links, self­
interference cancellation can be conducted on SI and S2. In other words, SI eliminates 
its transmitted signal and S2 eliminates its transmitted signal After self­
interference cancellation, signals on the 7-th subcarrier of received OFDM symbols at 
SI and S2 can be expressed respectively as follows:
+ akHkVj:''^ +  1 ^  A < P  (6.3)
=  U k H k G A C  +  auGkV^''^ + , 1 < & ^  X  (6.4)
Received SNRs at SI and S2 are calculated as
where 7 ®^^ =  P^^ /No is the transmitted SNR on the 7-th sub carrier at SI and S2, 
7^^  ^ =  P^ ^  ^/No is the transmitted SNR on the 7-th sub carrier at R, and |.| denotes the 
absolute value.
6.2 Power Allocation
In this section, for the OFDM-based two-way AF relaying system, power allocation is 
performed between two sources and the relay on subcarrier level with a power constraint
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2P^^  ^ +  We use two power allocation schemes, namely flexible power
ratio (FLPR) allocation and fixed power ratio (FIPR) allocation. For the case that 
three nodes in the two-way networks don’t have their individual power constraint, we 
choose the FLPR approach, and study the power allocation problem via optimization 
techniques with a flexible ratio between two sources and the relay. For the case that 
three nodes have their own individual power constraint, considering high complexity 
for the multi-dimensional power optimization, we choose a simple and practical FIPR 
approach, and fixed the power ratio between sources and the relay on each sub carrier.
6 .2 .1  F le x ib le  P o w er  R a tio  A llo c a tio n
The SER of uncoded communications is determined by SNR (see the formula 6.27). In 
the two-way relay system, two source terminals have their own individual received SNR. 
In some cases, one source terminal may have a high received SNR, while the other has 
a low received SNR. To improve the overall system performance and have a balance be­
tween two source terminals, it is not appropriate to consider the sum SNR of two source 
terminals or individual SNRs. To give both source terminals the considerable SER and 
the fairness between two sources, our objective is to maximize the probability that both 
SI and S2 can enjoy error-free communications, namely min [max{Pi^^\pi®^^}], where 
Pe^^  ^ denotes the SER for SI, and Pi®^  ^ is the SER for S2. Without loss of generality, 
we assume \Gk\ ^  |Pfc|- Consequently, is the minimum of and 7 ^^^- The 
equivalent optimization problem is to maximize 7 ^ ^ \  which can be written as follows:
We have 2yl^^ -f 7 .^"^  ^ =  P^/Ao =  7j^™\where 7^^  ^ is the total transmitted SNR on the 
7-th subcarrier. We put 7^^  ^ =  7 "^^  ^— 27^^  ^ into the above objective function to reduce 
the degree of freedom. In the middle and high SNR scenarios, for the denominator of 
7k we have lBkl^7k  ^+  +  7^^ )^ >  1. Then the corresponding optimization
can be simplified as
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maximize f ( A ) + 7 « )
-  2 7 ^ )
\\Hk? - \ G k ? ] l f  + \G k H A ’
(6 .8)
The above expression is a function of 7^^ .^
C ase 1: \Gk\ > |Pfc|
To study the optimality of we obtain the first-order derivative of with
respect to 7  ^  ^ as
d f ( A )  _  2(|GfcP -  |H ,P )(7« )2  -  4 |G tp 7 l" \ l ' '  +  |G feP(7f’)"
( |H f e P - |G tP ) 7 f +  |G tP 7f>
(6.9)
Let ^^7)  ^ =  9. Since the denominator of ^ ^ 7 ,  ^ is always positive, we can equivalently 
have the following
2(|G tp -  |% P)(7l"')" -  4 |G * p 7 i" 7 f  + |G ;tp (7 i'"7  =  0 (6.10)
Notice that \Gk\ > \Hk\ is a given assumption, we achieve two roots for the above 
quadratic equation with one unknown parameter as follows:
f  ( \Gk? -  |G t|yo .5 ( |G tP  +  |% P )
IGfcP -  |% P
(6.11)
i A  ( l% P  +  l% |v/0.5(|G tP  +  |% P )
\Gk? -  l% P
(6 .12)
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The monotonically increasing or decreasing behavior of a function is determined by the 
sign of its first-order derivative. We present the sign of as follows:
d f ( A )
d A
> 0 . 4 " ' < ( 4 'E
< 0, (717- < 4" < (47+ (6-13)
> 0 . 4 ' '  > (4'"')+
The transmitted SNR at the source 7 ®^^ is less than the total transmitted SNR 7 ^ ^  ■ 
Since (7^^ )^"^  > 7j^ ™\ we only consider the optimality of f { 7 k^) in the range (0,7j[™ )^. 
Considering the sign of - , f { 7 ^^) is a monotonically increasing function in the
range (0, (7^^)"), and a monotonically decreasing function in the range 
Consequently, f { 7 k^) reaches its maximum at {7 k^)~-
The desired transmit SNR at SI and S2 denoted by (7 !^ )^* is given as follows:
( \Gk? -  \GkWOM\Gk? + \Hk\‘^) 
\Gk\^ -  lAfcP
The desired transmit SNR at R denoted by (7!’^ )^* is given as follows
7 fV iG 'fcP + iP fcP ( v^iCfci -  y R p T i p ?
The transmit-power ratio between two sources and the relay denoted by 77 is a function 
of frequency domain CSIs Gk and Hk, which is written as follows:
\ / i % F + l W |  V2|Gfc| -  V \ G k P  +  \HkP
V = ( 4 ' 7 / ( 4 ' 7  =  —
|G tP -  |G iyo.5(|G fcP +  |JîfcP)
=  , / 2 ( l  +  | ^ P )  (6,16)
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Notice that the optimization problem of is a simplification for the optimization
problem of 7 ^ “^^ (see (6.7) and (6.8) ), the received SNR at S2 7 ^^^ also reaches its 
maximum value at (7^^ )^*. The maximum value for 7 ^^ ^^  denoted by (7]^ ^^ )^* is as 
follows:
.  ( S 2) , .  ^
'  IHklHliA + lGkPKliA + ijih'l + l
2 1/-y.
i % p ( 4 7 " + i G t P [ ( 4 7 " + ( 'y r r ]
l% P  +  IGfcP +  \GkPn 
where (7]^’^ )^* and 77 are given in formulas (6.15) and (6.16), respectively.
Case 2: |C/;| =  |i7fc|
We have the objective optimization function as follows:
,(S), _  7 f (7 f > -2 7 ^ > )
\G k \A
mædmize / ( A )  = 7  '  (6.18)
The inequality of arithmetic and geometric means is given as follows:
Vab < (6.19)
and that equality holds if and only a = b.
Consequently, f { 7 k^) reaches its maximum value on the condition that 2 7 ^^ = 7 ™^^ —
24=>.
The desired transmit SNR at SI and S2 denoted by {7 '^^)* is given as follows:
(7 ^  )• =  (6.20)
The desired transmit SNR at R denoted by (7^^ )^* is given as follows:
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( A r  =  (6 .21 )
The maximum value for 7 ®^  ^ denoted by (7 ®^ )^* is as follows;
, (S2),. _  \Hk?\Gk?(AY _  ,g  22)
'3''^   ^ -  |i î tP  +  |G ,P  +  |G , P ^ -  8
6 .2 .2  F ix e d  P o w er R a t io  A llo c a tio n
In this scheme, the transmit-power ratio rj between two sources and the relay is fixed 
as
 ^ (6.23)
The transmitted power for k -th subcarrier in sources and the relay can be expressed 
as follows:
(7D *  =  t r v  (624)
A k Y  = V a  (6.25)2 +  77
The received SNR at S2 is given as follows:
(»2),. _  im P iG iP (7 l '7
|ff/tp +  |G tP +  |Gfc|2>)
\H k P \G k \h tk
(7k Y  =  itr  12 , , 7  -12 ,2_ (6 .26 )
(|fffcP +  |GfcP +  |GfcP),)(2 +  ;,)
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6.3 BPL
BPL allocates subcarriers with strong CSI more information bits and power motivated 
by the idea of adaptive modulation and power allocation. In this section, we adopt the 
set of N-QAM modulation schemes with N  = 2' ,^ n — 2,4,6. The SER (denoted by 
Pe) for the N-QAM modulation scheme is closely upper bounded as follows [62]
Pe =  Z 1 I (Q.27)
where 7 is the SNR.
For the target SER Pg, the required SNR can be derived as
!
(2" -  1) (G.28)3 ' = 3
The aim of BPL is to minimize the total power consumption in one OFDM block with a 
rate of R  information bits per block and the target SER Pg on all subcarriers. We adopt 
the greedy algorithm for the bit loading as used in [95]. The greedy algorithm is optimal 
because the power required for the number of bits on one sub carrier is uncorrelated to 
the numbers of bits on other subcarriers. In each bit assignment iteration, the greedy 
algorithm chooses the sub carrier that requires least additional power to increase more 
bits.
Initialization :
For all k, we have the iteration index i = 0, bk = 0, 7 ^  =  0, where bk is the number 
of information bits on the A:-th subcarrier;
Iteration :
Repeat the following P /2  times 
i = i A 1;
 ^Since adopted modulation schemes are all with even information bits per modulated symbol, we 
assign two bits to one sub carrier in each iteration round and repeat R / 2  iterations. For other modulation 
schemes such as with odd information bits per symbol, we assign one bit in each iteration and repeat 
R  iteration rounds, which is a straight-forward extension from the BPL algorithm used in this chapter.
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Calculate the received SNR at 82 as in the equation (6.28);
With the achieved for FLPR, calculate the total transmitted SNR qrj™) as in
the formula (6.17) or in the formula (6.22); for FIPR, calculate the total transmitted 
SNR as in the formula (6.26);
Calculate the increased total transmitted SNR
Pick the subcarrier with the least additional power k =  argmin^^Aqj™^;
Update the total transmitted SNR on the selected subcarrier 7^7  ^ =  7 r +  A7 ^^  ^;‘z,k ' i —l , k  ' i , k  ’
Update the modulation scheme on the selected subcarrier b  ^ = b  ^+ 2 -,
In each bit assignment iteration, we select the subcarrier that needs least additional 
power to increase two more bits on the modulation scheme, and update the allocated 
power and modulation scheme for this selected subcarrier. After several iterations, we 
achieve the optimal bit loading for each subcarrier.
6.4 Simulation Results and Discussions
Computer simulations were conducted to show the transmit power and the SER perfor­
mance of the uncoded OFDM-based two-way AF relaying with BPL. Simulation results 
were obtained over 20000 independent channel realizations. The Sl-to-R link and the 
S2-to-R link were both modeled as 5-path frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channels 
with PDF F?[|/i(/)|^] =  6"^/^), / =  0, • • • ,4. Each data burst had 20 OFDM
blocks. Each OFDM block was composed of A” =  64 sub carriers with a CP length of 16. 
BPL was optimized for 256 bits per OFDM block and a SER target of 10“ .^ The set of 
modulation schemes used here was consisted of QPSK, 16QAM, and 64QAM. Average 
bit SNR is defined as the average transmit signal power per bit to noise ratio, where we 
define the average transmit power per bit as the total transmit power including three 
nodes per OFDM block to the total number of transmit information bits including two 
sources per OFDM block. SER in figures denotes the ratio of all error symbols at two 
sources to all received symbols at two sources. The channel gain for each link was set 
as follows:
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Figure 6.2: SER versus average bit SNR, a comparison between TWAF and FLPR
Sl-to-R link S2-to-R link
Case I: t ;(siR) =  1 ^(S2R ) ^  2
Case II: e ;(s i R) =  4 E(S2R) =  4 / 9
Case III: = 4 /9 E(S2R) =  4
where Case I, II, and III denote that the relay is in the middle between two sources, 
close to source 1, and close to source 2, respectively. In simulations, we only need to 
consider Case I and II, as we allocate the same power to two sources for simplicity. 
Computer simulations were carried out for FLPR and FIPR with various ratio values. 
The baseline scheme for performance comparison is the non-adaptive OFDM-based 
two-way AF relaying without BPL.
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Figure 6.3: SER versus average bit SNR, a comparison between TWAF and FIPR
Figure 6.2 illustrates the SER versus the average bit SNR for the two-way AF relaying 
with flexible ratio BPL (i.e., FLPR) in comparison to the two-way AF relaying (TWAF). 
In Case I when the relay lies in the middle of two sources, the FLPR shows 14 dB 
performance gain at the SER of 10“  ^ compared with the TWAF, and a larger 22 dB 
gain at the SER of 10” .^ This is because the performance improvement brought by 
BPL becomes more significant with the increase of the average bit SNR. In Case II 
when the relay is close to source 1, both FLPR and TWAF suffer slight ])erformance 
loss coni])ared with those in Case I.
Figure 6.3 illustrates the SER versus the average bit SNR, for the two-way AF relaying 
with a fixed ratio ?; of 0.5 (FIPR-Rhalf), and with a fixed ratio of 1 (FIPR-Rl), 
in comparison to the TWAF. Compared with the TWAF, the FLPR-Rl shows 13.8 
dB performance gain brought by BPL at the SER of 10“  ^ , and a larger 21.5 dB 
gain at the SER of 10“ ,^ demonstrating significant performance gain compared with
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Figure 6.4: SER versus average bit SNR, a comparison between FLPR and FIPR
the nonadaptive TWAF. In both Case I and II, the FIPR-Rl outperforms the FIPR- 
Rhalf for 1 dB, because FIPR-Rhalf suffers from some performance loss due to the 
inappropriate value for r). Similar to the FLPR, the FIPR in Case I slightly outperforms 
the FIPR in Case II.
Figure 6.4 compares the FLPR with the FIPR in SER performance. In Case I, at the 
the SER of 10“ '^ , the FLPR shows 0.5 dB gain in comparison to the FIPR-Rl and 1.5 
dB gain in comparison to the FIPR-Rhalf, which demonstrates the advantage of the 
carefully designed flexible power ratio compared with arbitrarily chosen fixed ratios.
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6.5 Summary
In this chapter, we have investigated BPL techniques for OFDM-based two-way relaying 
communications, where the relay employs the AF relaying protocol. We first studied 
the power optimization problem for the FLPR scheme without local power constraints, 
then presented a FIPR scheme with local power constraints. Next, we formulated 
an iterative BPL algorithm at the target SER and the number of information bits 
per OFDM block for the OFDM-based two-way AF relaying. In comparison to the 
nonadaptive scheme without BPL techniques, we have shown that both FLPR and 
FIPR can offer large performance improvements in terms of SER. In addition, the 
FLPR scheme outperformed the FIPR scheme.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
7.1 Conclusions
This thesis has investigated relaying techniques combined with the advanced air in­
terface OFDM in terrestrial and satellite communications. We mainly focused on the 
following issues in AF and SDF relaying communications: BER performance analysis, 
spectral efficiency, BPL, and iterative signal processing algorithms.
1) For BER performance analysis, we have derived a BER upper bound for the BICM- 
OFDM based SDF relaying in Chapter 3, and a semi-analytical BER model for the 
uncoded OFDM-based AF relaying with residual CFO in Chapter 5. To be specific, 
in Chapter 3, we obtained a sub-optimal SNR threshold via the minimization of the 
achieved BER upper bound. SDF relaying with this sub-optimal SNR threshold in 
a closed-form expression showed cooperative diversity, and demonstrated close perfor­
mance to the SDF relaying with an optimal threshold achieved by exhaustive search. In 
Chapter 5, we employed characteristic function and Beaulieu series to derive a closed- 
form conditional BER expression for OFDM-based AF relaying with residual CFO, 
then employed numerical Monte-Carlo techniques to achieve the unconditional BER. 
For various residual CFO variances, this semi-analytical BER model demonstrated 
high accuracy in comparison to simulation results. Both semi-analytical BER model 
and simulation results showed that OFDM-based AF relaying with small residual CFO 
variances such as 0.001 and 0.01 still showed cooperative diversity gain.
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2) Due to the half-duplex constraint, relaying communications suffer a one-half loss in 
spectral efficiency. In Chapter 4, a two-path relaying scheme was utilized to improve 
the spectral efficiency for satellite broadcast systems. Two MT relays alternatively for­
warded received satellite signals to the destination MT. However, this spectral efficient 
scheme brought a CCI problem caused by the frequency sharing between the satellite 
broadcasting and the terrestrial relaying. In Chapter 7, a two-way relaying scheme was 
investigated in OFDM communications with BPL to improve the spectral efficiency.
3) We have applied BPL in the OFDM-based two-way AF relaying, which aims to 
minimize the transmit power with the target bit rate and the target performance. At 
the first stage, power was allocated between two sources and the relay on each sub carrier 
with a total power constraint. For the case without local power constraints, we have 
utilized optimization techniques to achieve an optimal power value at the source that 
maximize the probability that both sources can enjoy error-free communications, named 
as the FLPR. For the case with local power constraints, we fixed the transmit-power 
ratio between two sources and the relay, named as FIPR. At the second stage, the 
greedy algorithm was employed to perform BPL in an iterative manner. In computer 
simulations, the proposed BPL scheme showed significant power efficiency and SER 
performance improvement in comparison to the two-way AF relaying without BPL.
4) Iterative signal processing algorithms were conducted in Chapter 4 to combat the 
CCI problem. At the relay MT and the destination MT, Bayesian detector, EM chan­
nel estimator, PIC, and the MAP decoder, exchanged information in each iteration 
circle. The LLR of received satellite signals increased after each iteration, which led 
to converged results. The proposed iterative algorithms showed fast convergence speed 
and almost the same performance to the relaying scheme with perfect CSIs.
7.2 Future Work
Based on contributions in this thesis, more research topics in relaying communications 
can be done. Extension research from this thesis are listed as below:
1) In Chapter 3, we analyzed the BER performance for the OFDM-based SDF relaying
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combined with the BICM coding scheme. In the future, more coding schemes such 
as TCM can be applied in the OFDM-based relaying communications. A promising 
research area is to analyze the BER performance for OFDM-based SDF relaying com­
munications combined with TCM, and derive an optimal or sub-optimal threshold for 
the SDF relaying.
2) In Chapter 3, our SDF relaying scheme is performed on the block level. To be specific, 
the relay forwards the whole received block to the destination if the block SNR is above 
a given threshold. For further performance improvement, we can employ sub carrier 
level SDF relaying scheme. The relay calculates the received SNR on each subcarrier, 
and chooses to forward signals on sub carriers with SNRs above a set threshold. The 
subcarrier level SDF relaying scheme will significantly improve the performance of the 
SDF relaying with BICM-OFDM air interface in comparison to the block level SDF 
relaying, and mitigate the high peak to average power ratio (PAPR) problem, but 
will dramatically increase the complexity of performance analysis and the derivation of 
optimal/ suboptimal SNR threshold.
3) In Chapter 4, SDF relaying protocol was adopted in satellite broadcast networks. 
When the relaying MT is close to the destination MT, OF relaying outperforms the DF 
relaying, which motivates us to employ CF relaying in satellite broadcast networks. The 
future application of CF relaying in satellite broadcast networks may need to investigate 
the practical CF strategy with Wyner-Ziv coding. Currently, the research on Wyner- 
Ziv coding is constrained in the frequency-flat fading channel without advanced air 
interface. However, the implement of CF relaying in satellite broadcasting standards 
requires us to combine the CF strategy with advanced air interface such as BICM- 
OFDM in frequency-selective channels.
4) In Chapter 5, we analyzed the BER performance of OFDM-based AF relaying with 
residual CFO, and research results indicated that CFO estimation is a key factor to co­
operative diversity for the OFDM-based AF relaying. Developing robust and accurate 
CFO estimator for the OFDM-based AF relaying will be a promising research area. We 
can design the data-aided CFO estimator and blind CFO estimator in OFDM-based 
cooperative communications. For the former, with the aid of pilot sequences, an ac­
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curate and low-complexity CFO estimator for the AF relaying can be widely applied 
in the terrestrial and satellite systems. For the latter, by utilizing the OFDM signal 
structure, blind estimator for the AF relaying can improve the spectral efficiency with­
out the cost of pilot sequences, but needs long latency and computational complexity 
as a large number of OFDM symbols are required for CFO calculations.
5) In Chapter 6, BPL was performed for the OFDM-based uncoded two-way AF re­
laying, and there was no individual local power constraint for two sources and the 
relay. One extension work is to introduce individual power constraints for each node, 
which reduces the degree of freedom in power allocation and increases the complexity 
of optimization algorithms. Another extension work is employing coding schemes such 
as BICM to improve the performance. The error performance analysis for the BICM- 
OFDM based two-way AF relaying will be investigated, then BPL can be performed 
for the coded-OFDM two-way relaying. However, this BPL problem is much more 
complicated than the uncoded case.
6) We have designed iterative channel estimation algorithms for SDF relaying com­
munications in Chapter 4. In AF relaying, CSIs for three links are required at the 
destination, and greatly affect the overall performance. Channel estimation for the AF 
relaying is challenging due to a cascaded channel from the source to the destination via 
the relay. In the literature, least square channel estimator and linear minimum mean- 
square-error channel estimator have been investigated in AF relaying with optimal or 
sub-optimal training pilots design. However, the iterative channel estimation for AF 
relaying has not been satisfactorily investigated by far. In the future work, iterative 
channel estimator can be applied in the BICM-OFDM based AF relaying, and improves 
the accuracy of channel estimation.
A ppendix A
Derivation of BER  Upper Bound  
in A Rayleigh Fading Channel
Given a threshold (3, the overall BER at the destination is given by (see [27])
(A.l)
where < (3) denotes the probability of the event < /5), and is the
BER when the relay and source both transmit information. Mathematically, this term 
is expressed as follows
p(sd,rd) ^  p (g ^ |,,(sr ) ^  >  /} ) )  p w  (A .2 )
and ^  P) denotes the error probability at the relay for the case of ^  /?,
pGm{d) BER at the destination with error propagation.
Notice that ^  1 and (1 — V{era\rf '^^  ^ ^  P)) ^  1, then is upper bounded
by
p(sd,rd) ^  p (e ^ |,,( sr )  p(">rc) (A .3 )
'P{em\'f]^ ^^  ^ ^  P) is determined by the FER as follows
JAOO( FERM/(77W)d7)W (A.4)
a
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A .0 .1  T h e  A n a ly s is  o f  In s ta n ta n e o u s
The instantaneous FER for the SR link can be expressed as [60]
FER('') =  PEP('') (A.5)
Ç— 4 r e e
where PEPg^^  ^ denotes the instantaneous PEP of q different bits between the transmit­
ted codeword and the received codeword. Using the upper bound for PEP in BICM- 
OFDM systems [53], the instantaneous PEP can be upper bounded by
PEP(“ ) <  1 exp (A.6)
and is the set of all subcarriers that have incorrect codeword bit. Assuming the 
ideal interleaver [61], error bits are mapped onto the sub carriers with equal probability. 
So we have the following approximation
(A.T)
Then the instantaneous FER for the SR link can be upper bounded as
exp 1 _  e^xp
1 — exp
(A.8)
The above approximation means that the sum of PEP is truncated to L significant 
terms. When is in the middle or high SNR range, the value of exp
is close to zero (e.g., in 16 QAM modulation scheme, exp ^—~rnin^  =  8 x 10“  ^ and 
4.5 X 10“  ^ for of 14 dB and 20 dB, respectively). Consequently, FER^ ®*’) in (A.8)
can be approximated by the free distance term as follows
exp f-SmAeeZZ^X 
FER(-) «  P E P jd  = ----- -^----tA ------ ^  (A.9)
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A .0 .2  ^  P) an d  < P) b y  A v e ra g in g  over  D is tr ib u ­
t io n
The average FER ^  P) and V{rf^'P < P) can be calculated as follows
P(em|>7'“ '  5» /3) =  /°°F E R W /(,,(“ ))d>,(“ ) < T  — (A. IO)
J /3  ^  2 A zA z
^  O  (^ 1 -  exp ( ^ - £  j  )  (A.11)
/(t)*” *) =  .Sf” ‘ (m,,(s,)(-s)) = Yly  ’ (A-12)
M^ (sr) (s) is the MGF for 97^®'^ ) with the following mathematical form [96]
L L
(s) =  n  (5 ) =  n  Y Z  g)(. (A.13)
where
i=l i=l
9 - 1and JP denotes the inverse Laplace transform.
Finally, we substitute (A.lO)-(A.ll) into (A.3) and obtain the upper bound (3.8).
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A ppendix B
D em onstration F > 0 in A  
Rayleigh Fading Channel
For the 3-path Rayleigh fading channel with PDF E[\h{l)\‘^] =  e —
0,1,2, r  is calculated as
r  = -f e - f l  
( e - l ) 2 e -f 1
exp - p{e^ +  e +  1) -  exp - P{e  ^ +  6 -1- 1 )
+  exp +  6 +  1) j ( B . l )
For P > 0.12, ^  e x p ( -^ ^ ^ -ÿ ^ )  -  exp(-^^^-^t£±ll) > q, then P is positive.
1 0 1
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